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ABSTRACT
This paper is a Master’s thesis paper in Applied Mathematics.It has two main parts. The
first one is a Mathematics paper and the second one reports a scientific research in Mathematical
Psychology (Cognitive Science).
The first part, from chapter 1 to chapter 6, provides a solid mathematical foundation of Fuzzy
Logic Theory. Fuzzy sets are introduced and important related concepts are introduced as well,
like fuzzy quantities, fuzzy relations, fuzzy operations, etc. This part is based in (14) , (11) and
(? ). Although the main mathematical contribution of this paper is in providing our own proofs of
some important theorems in Fuzzy Theory, proofs which in the reference textbooks are shortened or
only outlined. Particularly, we provide extended proofs of theorems like 2.3.4 (concerning equality
of fuzzy sets), 4.1.4 (concerning isomorphism between fuzzy sets and alpha-operators), 4.1.6 (con-
cerning the alpha-cuts and its images under some function) and 5.4.1 (fundamental equivalence
between fuzzy logic and Lukasiewickz logic).
The second part, from chapter 7 to 8, provides an interesting application of Fuzzy Logic theory
to Mathematical Psychology. A new model of behavior under risk called ”Fuzzy Decision Model”
or FDM is been developed and tested. This model is motivated and intended to be an improvement
of ”Prospect Theory” (PT) originally developed by Kahneman and Tversky in their famous paper
”Prospect Theory: An analysis of decision under risk”. The authors of this paper were awarded a
Nobel prize in Economics in 2002 because of this research. Our model uses fuzzy numbers, fuzzy
relations and fuzzy systems to address this difficult problem in an elegant way. Also, the model
has been tested with empirical data and compared to PT, for this purpose this research is based in
a previous experimental research made by the Department of Economics at University of Zurich,
see (5). This problem provides us an interesting illustration of the potential and beauty of Fuzzy
Logic theory in real world applications.
1CHAPTER 1. SOME ALGEBRA
In this chapter we are going to review the main concepts and results of Algebra necessary for
Fuzzy Logic theory. As explained in the preface and abstract proof of the results are not going to
be provided here but are going to be left to the reader or may be found in the textbooks listed in
the bibliography.
1.1 Relations
We assume the following primitive concepts as already understood or self explanatory: ”set”,
”element of a set”, ”subset”,”ordered pair of elements”, ”variable” and ”property”.
1.1.1 Notation and conventions
Capital letters like A,B,C, etc. usually (depending on the context) represent sets.
The symbols a, b, c, x, y, z, etc. usually (depending on the context) represent variables which
take values in some set.
The expression ”a A” denotes ”a is an element of the set A” .
The expression ”P (x)” usually (depending on the context) represents ”the variable x has the
property P”.
The expression ”A = {x|P (x)}” denotes ”A is the set of all x such that x has the property P”.
The expression ”(a, b)” denotes the ”ordered pair where a is the first element and b is the second
one”.
The acronym ”iff” is shorhand for ”if and only if”.
The symbol ”⇔” represents ”if and only if”.
The symbol ”⇒” represents ”implies”.
The symbol ”¬” represents ”negation”.
2The symbol ”∧” represents ”and”.
The symbol ”∨” represents ”or”.
The symbol ”⊆” represents ”is a subset of”.
The symbol ”∩” represents ”set intersection”.
The symbol ”∪” represents ”set union”.
The symbol ”AC” represents the ”complement set of A”.
1.1.2 Definition: Power set
Given any set A, the power set of A, denoted ”P (A)” is the set of all subsets of set A.
1.1.3 Definition: Cartesian Product of 2 sets
Given two sets A and B, the cartesian product of A by B, denoted AxB is the set of all ordered
pairs of the form (a, b) of elements where aA and bB.
In symbols:
AxB= {(a, b)|aA ∧ bB}
1.1.4 Definition: Generalized Cartesian Product
Given any index set I (possibly infinite uncountable) and the collection of sets {Ax}xI the
generalized cartesian product of the collection, denoted by Πx∈IAx is the set of all functions f from
I to Ux∈IAx such that f(x) ∈ Ax for all x ∈ I.
1.1.5 Definition: Relation
Given two sets A and B, a relation R between A and B is any subset of the cartesian product
AxB.
In symbols:
R relation between A and B iff R ⊆ AxB
Notation: ”aRb” is shorthand for ”(a, b)R”
31.1.6 Definition: Function
Given two sets A and B, a function f from A to B, denoted f : A→ B is a relation between A
and B that satifies the following two conditions:
1) Existence: For any element a (the pre-image) in A there is a corresponding b (the image) in
B such that (a, b)f
2) Uniqueness: For every pre-image in A, the image under function f is unique.
In symbols:
f : A→ B iff f ⊆ AxB
and
1) (∀a)(∃b)(a, b)f
2) (a, b) ∈ f ∧ (a, c) ∈ f ⇒ b = c
Notation: If f is a function then ”f(a) = b” is shorthand for ”(a, b) ∈ f”
1.1.7 Definition: Binary operation
Given a set A, a binary operation in A is a function from AxA to A.
1.1.8 Definition: Non-strict order relation
Given any set A, a non-strict order relation R is a relation in A that satisfies the following
properties:
1) Reflexivity: (∀a)aRa
2) Antisymmetry: (∀a, b)aRb ∧ bRa⇒ a = b
3) Transitivity: (∀a, b, c)aRb ∧ bRc⇒ aRc
Notation: If R is a non-strict order relation we denote ”aRb” by ”a ≤ b”
1.1.9 Definition: Strict order relation
Given any set A, an strict order relationR is a relation in A that satisfies the following properties:
1) Arreflexivity: (∀a)¬aRa
42) Asymmetry: (∀a, b)aRb⇒ ¬bRa
3) Transitivity: (∀a, b, c)aRb ∧ bRc⇒ aRc
Notation: If R is an strict order relation we denote ”aRb” by ”a < b”
1.1.10 Definition: Partial and total order
Given a set A with an order relation R in A,
a) R is a total order relation in A iff (∀a, b)aRb ∨ bRa. In this case the relation is also called
”linear order” and the set is called ”a linearly ordered set” or ”a chain”.
b) R is partial order relation otherwise
1.1.11 Definition: Upper bound and lower bound
Given a set A with an non-strict order relation ”≤”,
a) c is an upper bound of A iff (∀xA)x ≤ c
b) c is a lower bound of A iff (∀xA)c ≤ x
1.1.12 Definition: Maximum and minimum
Given a set A with an non-strict order relation ”≤”,
a) c is a maximum of A iff cA and c is an upper bound of A
b) c is a minimum of A iff cA and c is a lower bound of A
1.1.13 Definition: Supremum and infimum
Given a set A with an non-strict order relation ”≤”,
a) c is a supremum of A , denoted c=sup(A), iff c is the minimum of all upper bounds of A.
b) c is an infimum of A , denoted c=inf(A), iff c is the maximum of all lower bounds of A.
51.2 Lattices
1.2.1 Definition: Lattice
Given any set A with a non-strict order relation ”≤” in A, the pair ”(A,≤)” is a lattice iff every
pair of elements of A has a supremum and has an infimum (according to ”≤”) in A.
Examples
a) The power set P (X) of any set X with the inclusion relation ”⊆” is a partially ordered set
and it is also a lattice since inf(A,B) =A∩B and sup(A,B) =A∪B for all sets A and B in P (X).
b) Any linearly ordered set A is a lattice, since inf(a,b)=min(a,b) and sup(a,b)=max(a,b) for
any elements a and b in A.
1.2.2 Definition: Meet and join operations
Given any lattice (A,≤), the ”meet” and ”join” operations, denoted ”∧”, and ”∨” respectively,
are the binary operations in A defined by:
a) a ∧ b = inf(a, b) for all a,b in A.
b) a ∨ b = sup(a, b) for all a,b in A.
Note: We use the same symbols ”∧” and ”∨” for the corresponding logic connectors ”and” and
”or”. The different use of these symbols will be clear by the context (or will be explicitly clarified
if necessary).
1.2.3 Theorem
If (A,≤) is a lattice with ”∨” and ”∧” operations defined as above, then the following properties
hold:
1) Idempotency: (∀a ∈ A)a ∨ a = a and a ∧ a = a
2) Commutativity: (∀a, b ∈ A)a ∨ b = b ∨ a and a ∧ b = b ∧ a
3) Associativity: (∀a, b, c ∈ A)(a ∨ b) ∨ c = a ∨ (b ∨ c) and (a ∧ b) ∧ c = a ∧ (b ∧ c)
4) Absorption: (∀a, b ∈ A)a ∨ (a ∧ b) = a and a ∧ (a ∨ b) = a
6Proof
Recall the definition of supremum:
For any a,b ∈ A, α = sup (a,b) iff
a) a≤ α and b≤ α and b) For all β ∈ A, If a ≤ β and b ≤ β then α ≤ β
1) Idempotency
Now, in the definition of supremum, let a=b=β,
then α ≤a and a≤ α, thus, sup(a,a)=α =a
Also, by definition of ”∨”, a ∨ a = sup(a,a)
Therefore, a ∨ a = a
Similarly, a ∧ a = inf(a,a) = a
2) Commutativity
By definition of sup: sup (a,b) = sup (b,a) for any a,b ∈ A
Also, by definition of ”∨”, a ∨ b = sup(a,b) and b ∨ a = sup(b,a)
Therefore, a ∨ b = b ∨ a
Similarly, a ∧ b = b ∧ a
3) Associativity: The proof is analogous to parts 1) and 2) and it is left as an exercise for the
reader.
4) Absorption: The proof is analogous to parts 1) and 2) and it is left as an exercise for the
reader.
1.2.4 Theorem
Given a set A with binary operations ”∧” and ”∨” which satisfy the properties 1) to 4) above.
If we define the order relation ”≤” by:
a ≤ b iff a ∧ b = a
Then,
(A, ≤) is a lattice.
7Proof:
We need to show that (A, ≤) is a lattice given the conditions in the theorem statement. That
is, we need to show that every pair (a,b) in A has a supremum and infimum.
Take any a,b elements of A and take α = a ∨ b.
Then,
By definition of supremum we need to prove claims a) and b).
a) Claim: α is an upper bound of {a,b}.
Proof of claim a)
By absorption property, a ∧ (a ∨ b) = a
So, a ∧ α = a
Thus, a ≤ α by definition of ”≤”
Similarly, b ≤ α
Hence, α is an upper bound of {a,b}.
b) Claim: For any upper bound w of {a,b}, α ≤ w
Proof of claim b)
Suppose w is upper bound of {a,b}, then
b ≤ w and a ≤ w.
⇒ a ∧ w = a and b ∧ w = b by definition.
⇒ (a ∨ b) ∧ w = (a ∧ w) ∨ (b ∧ w)
⇒ (a ∨ b) ∧ w = a ∨ b
⇒ (a ∨ b) ≤ w by definition of ”≤”
⇒ α ≤ w
The proof for the infimum is similar.
81.3 Boolean Algebras
1.3.1 Definition: Boolean Algebra
Given a lattice (A, ≤). The lattice is a ”Boolean Algebra” iff it satisfies the following properties:
5) Identities: (∀a ∈ A)(∃1 ∈ A)a ∧ 1 = a and (∀a ∈ A)(∃0 ∈ A)a ∨ 0 = a
6) Complements: (∀a ∈ A)(∃a′ ∈ A)a ∧ a′ = 0 and a ∨ a′ = 0
7) Distributivity: (∀a, b, c ∈ A)a ∨ (b ∧ c) = (a ∨ b) ∧ (a ∨ c) and a ∧ (b ∨ c) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c)
Note: If the lattice satisfies property 5) we call it a ””bounded” lattice. If it satisfies property
6) is a ”complemented” lattice and if it satisfies 7) is a ”distributive” lattice.
1.3.2 Definition: Complete lattices and complete boolean algebras
a) Given a lattice (A, ≤). The lattice is a ”complete lattice” iff
every subset B of A has a supremum, denoted ”sup(B)” or ”∨ B”.
b) If (A, ≤) is a boolean algebra satisfying this condition, then we call it a ”complete boolean
algebra”.
1.4 De Morgan Algebras
1.4.1 Definition: Duality/Involution
Given a lattice (A, ≤) and an unary operation f: A→A. The operation is called a ”duality” or
”involution” iff it satisfies the following two properties:
a) (∀a ∈ A) f(f(a))=a
b) a ≤ b ⇒ f(b) ≤ f(a)
Notation: If f is a duality then we denote f(a)= a’
Example
Consider the set A=[0,1] with the usual real numbers order ”≤”. Then (A,”≤”) is a lattice.
Let’s define the unary operation ’ by (∀x ∈ A) x’=1-x
9Then the operation ’ is a duality.
1.4.2 Definition: De Morgan algebra
Given a lattice (A, ≤) with operations ”∧” and ”∨” and a duality ’ in A. The lattice is a De
Morgan algebra iff it is bounded, distributed and the following two properties are satisfied:
a) (a ∧ b)’= a’ ∨ b’
b) (a ∨ b)’= a’ ∧ b’
These 2 properties are called: ”De Morgan laws”.
1.4.3 Corollary
If (A,∧,∨,’) is a Boolean Algebra then (A,∧,∨,’) is a De Morgan Algebra
Note: Every complement is a duality and this explains the notation for complements.
Proof
The proof is left as an exercise for the reader (or can be found in one of the reference textbooks).
Remark
According to the previous results:
Boolean Algebras ⊆ De Morgan Algebras ⊆ Lattices with dualities ⊆ Lattices
Notation
Let A, B two sets. The set of all functions from A to B is denoted BA
1.4.4 Theorem
Let (A,∧,∨,’) be a De Morgan Algebra and let B any set.
We define the following operations in BA:
For all f and g in BA,
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1) (f ∧ g)(x) = f(x) ∧ g(x)
2) (f ∨ g) (x) = f(x) ∨ g(x)
3) f’(x) = f(x)’
4) 0(x)=0
5) 1(x)=1
Then (BA,∧,∨,’) is a De Morgan Algebra.
Proof
The proof is left as an exercise for the reader (or can be found in one of the reference textbooks).
1.5 Homomorphisms and Isomorphisms
1.5.1 Definition: Order homomorphism
Given two lattices (A,≤) and (B,≤) and a function f: A → B.
The function f is an order homomorphism iff
(∀x, y ∈ A) x ≤ y ⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y)
1.5.2 Definition: Order isomorphism
Given two lattices (A,≤) and (B,≤) and a function f: A → B.
The function f is an order isomorphism iff
a) (∀x, y ∈ A) x ≤ y ⇔ f(x) ≤ f(y)
b) f is bijective
1.5.3 Definition: Homomorphism
Given two lattices (A,∧, ∨ ) and (B,∧, ∨ ) and a function f: A → B.
The function f is an homomorphism iff
a) (∀x, y ∈ A) f(x ∧ y) = f(x) ∧ f(y)
b) (∀x, y ∈ A) f(x ∨ y) = f(x) ∨ f(y)
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1.5.4 Definition: Isomorphism
A function f is an isomorphism iff
a) f is an homomorphism and
b) f is bijective.
1.5.5 Theorem
If a function f is an isomorphism then f−1 is an isomorphism too.
Proof
Suppose f:A → B is an isomorphism. Then f is an homomorphism and a bijection.
So, f has an inverse function f−1 that is a bijection too.
Let x, y any elements of A and let a=f(x) and b=f(y).
Then,
x=f−1 (a) and y=f−1 (b) by definition of inverse funtion.
Also,
f(x ∧ y)= f(x) ∧ f(y) by definition of homomorphism.
⇒ f−1 (f(x ∧ y)) = f−1 ( f(x) ∧ f(y))
⇒ x ∧ y = f−1 ( a ∧ b)
⇒ f−1 (a) ∧ f−1 (b) = f−1 ( a ∧ b)
Similarly, f−1 (a) ∨ f−1 (b) = f−1 ( a ∨ b)
Hence,
f−1 is an homomorphim and isomorphism too.
1.5.6 Theorem
If a function f is an homomorphism then f is an order homomorphism.
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Proof
Suppose f: A → B is an homomorphism where A and B are lattices.
Suppose x,y ∈ A such that x ≤y
⇒ x∧ y = x by definition of ’≤’
⇒ f(x∧ y) = f(x)
⇒ f(x) ∧ f(y) = f(x) since f is homomorphism
⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y) by definition of ’≤’
Hence, f is an order homomorphism
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO FUZZY SETS
In this chapter we are going to introduce the concept of fuzzy set and provide some examples
and set operations.
The idea is to provide a mathematical definition of concepts that are present in casual language
and are usually perceived as vague or imprecise such as ”close”, ”young”,”fast”, ”expensive”, ”ca-
sual”, etc.
2.1 Definitions and examples
2.1.1 Definition: Characteristic function
Given any set U and a subset A ⊆ U, the characteristic function of A is a function µA: U →
{0,1} such that:
For all x ∈ U,
µA(x) =

1 if x ∈ A
0 if x /∈ A
(2.1)
2.1.2 Definition: Fuzzy subset
Given any set U, a fuzzy subset of U is a function A: U → [0,1]
Remarks
1) The range of the characteristic function is {0,1} which represents the membership of each x
to subset A.
2) The range of the fuzzy function (fuzzy subset) is [0,1] which represents the degree of mem-
bership of each x to fuzzy subset A.
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3) The definition of a fuzzy subset is a generalization of the characteristic function for a tradi-
tional set, which is in this context is called ”crisp set”.
Examples
a) If we want to model the concepts ”fast” and ”slow” for a car speed where x= ”speed” ∈
U=[0,200] mph , we could define them as following:
fast(x) =

0 if x ∈ [0, 20)
(x− 20)/60 if x ∈ [20, 80)
1 if x ∈ [80, 200]
(2.2)
slow(x) =

1 if x ∈ [0, 20)
(−x+ 80)/60 if x ∈ [20, 80)
0 if x ∈ [80, 200]
(2.3)
b) If we want to model the vague term of ”young” we may use the following definition:
young(x) = 1− 2/pi ∗ arctan(x/20) (2.4)
2.2 Set operations on fuzzy sets
2.2.1 Definition of set operations for crisp sets
For any A and B crisp subsets of U,
A ∪B = {x | x ∈ A or x ∈ B }
A ∩B = {x | x ∈ A and x ∈ B }
A′ = {x | x /∈ A }
Expressing these relations in terms of characteristic functions we get:
µA ∪B (x) =max { µA(x), µB(x) } = µA(x) ∨ µB(x)
µA ∩B (x) =min { µA(x), µB(x) } = µA(x) ∧ µB(x)
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µA′ (x) = 1 - µA (x)
2.2.2 Definition of set operations for fuzzy sets
We extend the relations for characteristic functions for crips set to fuzzy sets.
For any A and B fuzzy subsets of U,
A ∪B (x) =max { A(x), B(x) } = A(x) ∨B(x)
A ∩B (x) =min { A(x), B(x) } = A(x) ∧B(x)
A′ (x) = 1 - A (x)
Examples
According to the previous examples and the definitions of fuzzy set operations:
a) slow is the dual concept of fast.
b) slow ∪ fast = {1}
c) slow ∩ fast = {0}
2.3 Alpha-cuts
2.3.1 Definition: up set
a) If α ∈ C then the up set of α, denoted ↑ α, is defined by
↑ α = {c ∈ C : c ≥ α}
b) If C=[0,1] then,
↑ α = [α, 1]
2.3.2 Definition: α-cut (alpha-cut)
Given A:U → [0, 1] a fuzzy subset of U and given α ∈ [0, 1], the α-cut of A, denoted Aα is
defined by the following:
Aα = A
−1(↑ α) = {u ∈ U : A(u) ≥ α}
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Definition: α-operator (alpha-operator)
Given C a complete lattice and A:U → C then the map g:C → P(U) defined by g=A−1 ↑ is
called the alpha-operator of A.
The following lemma is necessary to prove the important theorem 2.3.4 about equalities of fuzzy
sets.
2.3.3 Lemma
Given U any set and C a complete lattice and A:U →C. Then
A−1(α) = Aα ∩ (Uβ>αAβ)′
Proof
Let T = (Uβ>αAβ)
′
Also,
A−1(α) = {x ∈ U |A(x) = α}
= {x ∈ U |A(x) ≥ α and A(x) ≤ α}
= Aα ∩ {A(x) ≤ α}
We want to show that A(x)=α⇔ A(x) ≥ α and x ∈ T
By definition, Uβ>αAβ = Uβ>α{x : A(x) ≥ β}
Suppose x ∈ Uβ>αAβ
⇒ x ∈ Aβ for some β > α
⇒ A(x) ≥ β > α
a) Suppose x ∈ T ∩Aα
⇒ x /∈ (Uβ>αAβ) and x ∈ Aα
⇒ A(x) < β for all β > α and x ∈ Aα
⇒ A(x) < β for all β > α and A(x) ≥ α
By way of contradiction suppose A(x) > α
⇒ A(x) > β > α for some β
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⇒ x ∈ Uβ>αAβ
This contradicts that x /∈ (Uβ>αAβ)
Therefore A(x) = α
b) The proof of the other direction is left to the reader.
The following theorem 2.3.4 is important because it provides us a method to prove the equality
of 2 fuzzy sets.
2.3.4 Theorem
Let A, B be mappings from a set U into a complete lattice set C. If Aα = Bα for all α ∈ C,
then A=B.
Proof
A−1(α) = {x ∈ U : A(x) = α}
According to lemma 2.3.3,
A−1(α) = Aα ∩ (Uβ>αAβ)′
Also, (Uβ>αAβ)
′ = {x|A(x) ≤ α}
Suppose Aα = Bα for all α ∈ C ,
then A−1(α) = Aα ∩ (Uβ>αAβ)′ = Bα ∩ (Uβ>αBβ)′ = B−1(α)
So, A−1(α) = B−1(α)
Hence, A(x) = α⇔ B(x) = α
Therefore A=B
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CHAPTER 3. FUZZY QUANTITIES
In this chapter we will introduce fuzzy quantities and fuzzy numbers which are an specific and
important class of fuzzy sets. We will see that they are an extension of real numbers. In Chapter
4 we will introduce operations between fuzzy quantities.
3.1 Fuzzy quantities
3.1.1 Definition: Fuzzy quantities
A fuzzy quantity is a fuzzy subset of R.
That is, A is a fuzzy quantity iff A: R→ [0, 1]
Notation
The set of all fuzzy subsets of a set U is denoted F(U).
So, the set of all fuzzy quantities is denoted F(R).
Extension of real numbers
Fuzzy quantities are an extension of real numbers, since each real number x may be identified
with its characteristic function µx : R → {0, 1} and each characteristic function fits into the
definition of a fuzzy quantity.
Motivation for operations in Fuzzy numbers
Since real numbers have binary operations with closure property, we would like to extend those
operations between real numbers to fuzzy quantities. This will be done on chapter 4.
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Figure 3.1 Not convex fuzzy quantity
Figure 3.2 Convex and USC fuzzy quantity
3.1.2 Definition: Upper semi-continuoues fuzzy quantities
A fuzzy quantity is upper semi-continous, denoted USC, iff all its α-cuts are closed.
3.1.3 Definition: Convex fuzzy quantities
A fuzzy quantity is convex iff all its α-cuts are intervals.
Examples
3.1.4 Definition: Support of a fuzzy quantity
Given A a fuzzy quantity, the support of A, denoted supp(A) is defined by,
Supp(A) = {x A(x)¿0}
20
Figure 3.3 Convex and Not USC fuzzy quantity
3.2 Fuzzy numbers
3.2.1 Definition: Fuzzy numbers
A fuzzy number is a fuzzy quantity A which satisfies the following conditions:
1) A(x) = 1 for exactly one x
2) The support of A is bounded
3) A is convex and USC
3.2.2 Corollary
The following are consequences of the previous definition.
1) Real numbers are fuzzy numbers.
2) If A is a fuzzy number with A(r)=1 then A is monotone increasing on (-∞,r] and monotone
decreasing on [r,∞)
3) If A is a fuzzy number then Supp(A) is an open interval
21
Figure 3.4 Triangular fuzzy number
3.2.3 Definition: Triangular fuzzy number
A fuzzy number A is a triangular fuzzy number iff it is defined by the following formula,
A(x) =

0 if x < a
(x− a)/(b− a) if a ≤ x ≤ b
(x− c)/(b− c) if b ≤ x ≤ c
0 if c < x
(3.1)
for some a ≤ b ≤ c
Remarks
a) In the definition above if a=b then the second piece of the equation of A has an infinite slope,
in this case we take A(a)=A(b)=1. Similarly if b=c then the third piece of the equation of A has
an infinite slope, in this case we take A(b)=A(c)=1.
b) If A is a triangular fuzzy number then A is determined by the three numbers a,b,c in the
equation above. So, we can use the notation A=(a,b,c) for any triangular fuzzy number A.
3.3 Fuzzy intervals
3.3.1 Definition: Normal fuzzy quantity
A fuzzy quantity that assumes the value 1 at least at one point is called normal fuzzy quantity.
22
Figure 3.5 Fuzzy interval
Remark
Fuzzy numbers are normal fuzzy quantities.
3.3.2 Definition: Fuzzy intervals
A fuzzy interval is a fuzzy quantity A satisfying the following.
1) A is normal
2) Supp(A) is bounded
3) A is USC and convex.
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CHAPTER 4. ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON FUZZY QUANTITIES
Recall that in chapter 2 we introduced the concept of ”fuzzy sets” and in chapter 3 the concepts
of ”fuzzy quantities” and ”fuzzy numbers”. We noted that real numbers are one class of fuzzy
quantities, thus fuzzy quantities are an extension of the concept of real number. So, we want to
extend the definition of arithmetic operations within real numbers to fuzzy quantities. For this
purpose we will need to do some theoretical work in this chapter introducing and proving some
results in order to build such operations.
4.1 General results about α-cuts
Notation
For any sets X and Y, the set of all functions f: X →Y is denoted YX
4.1.1 Lemma: Extension principle
Given U and V any 2 sets. Let R be a relation between U and V (i.e. R ⊆ UxV) such that for
every y ∈ V, R−1(y) 6= ∅ and
let (L,≤) be a complete lattice.
Then,
There exist a function R∗: LU → LV such that
R∗(A) = sup o A o R −1 for all A ∈ LU
Proof
In order to show R∗ is a function from LU to LV we just need to show that
for any A∈ LU , B=R∗(A) is unique and it is an element of LV .
That is, we need to show B is unique and B is a function from V to L.
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For any y ∈ V, the set R −1(y)={x ∈ U: R(x,y) } is in U and is uniquely defined.
So, A(R −1(y))={z ∈L: R(x,y) and A(x)=z} ⊆ L
Since L is a complete lattice, any subset of L has a supremum, which is always unique.
Thus,
B(y)=sup A(R −1(y)) exist and is unique in L.
Therefore B is a function from V to L (i.e. B ∈ LV ).
That is, R∗ is a function from LU to LV
4.1.2 Definition and notation
The function R∗: LU → LV defined in the extension principle is called the extension of the
relation R ⊆UxV and in order to simplify our notation we denote it with the same symbol ”R”.
The context should suffice to clarify if ”R” represents the relation or the extension.
Remark
In the extension principle, if L=[0,1] then the extension of R is a function from F(U) (fuzzy
subsets of U) to F(V) (fuzzy subsets of V).
4.1.3 Lemma
If U is any set, C is a complete lattice, D any subset of C and A:U → C then the intersection
of all α-cuts of A, where α takes values in D, is the α-cut of A where α is the supremum of D.
That is,
∩α∈DAα = A∨D
Proof
Let z = ∨ D = sup D, then
i) For all α ∈ D, α ≤ z
ii) For all w upper bound of D, z≤ w
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Now, consider the following set,
A∨D = Az = A−1 (↑ z)= { u ∈ U: A(u) ≥ z }
a) Suppose u ∈ ∩α∈DAα
⇒ u ∈ Aα for all α ∈ D
⇒ A(u) ≥ α for all α ∈ D
⇒ A(u) is an upper bound of D
⇒ A(u) ≥ z according to point ii) above
⇒ u ∈ Az
b) Suppose u ∈ Az
⇒ A(u) ≥ z by definition of α−cut
⇒ A(u) is upper bound of D according to point i) above
⇒ A(u) ≥ α for all α ∈ D
⇒ u ∈ Aα for all α ∈ D
⇒ u ∈ ∩α∈DAα
Therefore,
u ∈ Az ⇔ u ∈ ∩α∈DAα
That is,
Az = ∩α∈DAα
The following Theorem states that any function that satisfies the property in Lemma 4.1.3 could
be an alpha-operator g=A−1 ↑ for some fuzzy subset A.
4.1.4 Theorem
Let U be any set, C a complete lattice. Let F(U) = set of all functions A:U →C and
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L(U) = set of all functions g:C → P(U) such that: for any D ⊆ C ,
g(∨D) = ∩d∈Dg(d) (4.1)
Also, let Φ: F(U) → L(U) defined by Φ(A) = A−1 ↑ = α-operator of A
Then Φ is a bijection.
Proof
We need to show:
a) Φ is an injection and b) Φ is a surjection
a) Suppose Φ(A) = Φ(B) where A,B ∈ L(U)
⇒ A−1 ↑ = B−1 ↑ by definition of Φ
⇒ A−1 ↑ (α)= B−1 ↑ (α) for all α ∈ C
⇒ Aα=Bα for all α ∈ C by definition of α−cut
⇒ A=B by theorem 2.3.5
Hence, Φ is injective
b) Suppose g ∈ L(U)
In order to show Φ is surjective we want to show there exist A:U→C such that g=A−1 ↑
Let h: U → P(C) defined by
h(u)= {d ∈ C: g(d) ⊇ ∩ u∈g(x) g(x) } = {d ∈ C: u ∈ g(d) }
Let A: U →C defined by A(u)= sup h(u) for all u ∈U
Then, A(u) ≥ c for all c ∈ h(u)
So, u ∈ A−1 ↑(c) for all c ∈ h(u)
We need to show that g(c)=A−1 ↑ (c) for all c ∈ U
That is, we need to show the following,
i) u ∈ g(c) ⇒ u ∈A−1 ↑(c)
ii) u ∈ A−1 ↑(c) ⇒ u ∈g(c)
i) Suppose u ∈g(c)
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⇒ c ∈ h(u) by definition of h
⇒ A(u) ≥ c by definition of A
⇒ u ∈ A−1 ↑(c) by def. of α−cut
ii) Suppose u ∈A−1 ↑(c)
⇒ A(u) ≥ c by def. of α−cut
⇒ sup h(u) ≥ c by def. of A
⇒ g(sup h(u)) ⊆ g(c) by def. of g
⇒ ∩ u∈g(x) g(x) ⊆ g(c) by hypothesis (equation 4.1)
⇒ u ∈ g(c)
Hence
g(c)=A−1 ↑ (c) for all c ∈U
Therefore
Φ is surjective
According to parts a) and b) Φ is bijective.
4.1.5 Corollary
Given any set U and a complete lattice C. Consider the sets F(U) and L(U) and the function
Φ:F(U) → L(U) defined in the previous theorem.
Then
a) Φ is an isomorphism.
b) L(U) is complete lattice.
Proof outline
Since C is a complete lattice then F(U) is a complete lattice too. According to previous theorem
Φ is a bijection and we need to show that it preserves order to infer that Φ is an isomorphism. It
follows that F(U) and L(U) have same algebraic structure, that is L(U) is a complete lattice too.
Completing the details of the proof is left as an exercise for the reader.
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4.1.6 Theorem
Given the following:
U,V any sets, C a complete lattice, f: U →V , A:U→C, P= partition of U induced by f and
f(A) = ∨ A f −1 according to extension principle notation.
Then
(1) f(Aα) ⊆ f(A)α for all α ∈ C
(2) f(Aα) = f(A)α for α > 0 if and only if
for each q ∈ P, ∨ A(P) ≥ α ⇒ A(u) ≥ α for some x ∈P
(3) f(Aα) = f(A)α for α > 0 if and only if
for each q ∈ P, ∨ A(P)=A(u) for some x ∈P
Proof
(1) Consider A:U → C. Then Aα= {x ∈ U: A(x) ≥ α } ⊆ U and f(Aα) ⊆ V.
By the extension principle ∨ A f −1 is a function V → C.
Let B= f(A)=∨ A f −1 then Bα= {z ∈ V: B(z) ≥ α } ⊆ V
Suppose z ∈ f(Aα)
⇒ (∃ x ∈ Aα) z=f(x) by definition of image of a set
⇒ A(x) ≥ α and z=f(x) by definition of alpha-cut
⇒ A(x) ≥ α and x ∈ f−1(z) ⊆ U by definition of inverse image
⇒ A(x) ≥ α and A(x) ∈ A f−1(z) ⊆ C by definition of A
⇒ A(x) ≥ α and A(x) ≤ sup A f−1(z) since C is a complete lattice
⇒ α ≤ sup A f−1(z) = B(z) by transitivity and definition of B
⇒ z ∈ Bα by def. of alpha-cut
⇒ z ∈ f(A)α since B=f(A)
Thus,
z ∈ f(Aα) ⇒ z ∈ f(A)α
Therefore,
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f(Aα) ⊆ f(A)α
(2) Let P = partition of U induced by f and let B=f(A)=∨ A f−1
(a) Suppose f(Aα) = f(A)α for α > 0
For any q ∈ P: there exists z ∈ V such that q=f−1(z)
Suppose ∨ A (q) ≥ α
⇒ ∨ A (f−1(z)) ≥ α since q=f−1(z)
⇒ B(z) ≥ α since B= ∨ A f−1
⇒ z ∈ Bα by definition of alpha-cut
⇒ z ∈ f(A)α by definition of B
⇒ z ∈ f(Aα) by hypothesis
⇒ (∃ x ∈ U) z=f(x) and x ∈ Aα by def. of image set
⇒ (∃ x ∈ U) z=f(x) and A(x) ≥ α by def. of alpha-cut
⇒ A(x) ≥ α for some x ∈ q by def. of q
Hence,
For any q ∈ P:∨ A(q) ≥ α ⇒ A(x) ≥ α for some x ∈ q
(b) Suppose For any q ∈ P: ∨ A(q) ≥ α ⇒ A(x) ≥ α for some x ∈ q
According to part 1) f(Aα) ⊆ f(A)α so, we just need to show that f(A)α ⊆ f(Aα) (under our
assumption).
Suppose z ∈ f(A)α. Let q=f−1(z)
⇒ f(A)(z) ≥ α by def. of alpha-cut
⇒ ∨ A f−1(z) ≥ α since f(A)=∨ A f−1
⇒ ∨ A (q) ≥ α since q=f−1(z)
⇒ A(x) ≥ α for some x ∈ q according to the hypothesis
⇒ A(x) ≥ α and f(x)=z by def. of q
⇒ x ∈ Aα and f(x)=z by def. of alpha-cut
⇒ z ∈ f(Aα) by def. of image set
Thus,
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z ∈ f(A)α ⇒ z ∈ f(Aα)
Therefore,
f(A)α ⊆ f(Aα)
Hence,
f(A)α = f(Aα) for α > 0
(3) We leave this part of proof to the reader.
4.2 Arithmetic operations
Fuzzy quantities are an extension/generalization of real numbers, so it is logic to seek an ex-
tension of real number operations to fuzzy quantities.
4.2.1 Definition: Fuzzy Cartesian product
Given a collection of n sets Ui and n corresponding fuzzy subsets Ai ( Ai fuzzy subset of Ui)
for 1≤i≤n.
Then the fuzzy Cartesian product A1 x A2 x ... x An is a function from U1 x U2 x ... x Un to
[0,1] defined by:
A1 x A2 x...x An (x1,x2...xn) = A1(x1) ∧ A2(x2) ∧ ... ∧ An(xn)
4.2.2 Definition: Binary operation for fuzzy sets
If A,B are fuzzy quantities and ”o” a binary operation in R then the extended binary operation
between A and B is defined by
AoB(x) = ∨(AxB)o−1(x) for all x in R
4.2.3 Theorem
If A,B are fuzzy quantities and ”o” a binary operation in R then the extended binary operation
between A and B is such that:
AoB(x) = ∨aob=x{A(a) ∧B(b)}
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Proof
For all x in R,
AoB(x) = ∨(AxB)o−1(x) by definition of operation ”o” for fuzzy quantities
= ∨aob=x (AxB) (a,b) by definition of inverse relation
= ∨aob=x { A(a) ∧ B(b)} by definition of fuzzy Cartesian product
4.2.4 Theorem
Let ”o” be a binary operation in R and let S,T crisp subsets of R. Then
µS o µT = µ(S o T)
where µS and µT are the correspondents characteristic functions of S and T.
Proof
Fix x ∈ R,
µS o µT (x) =∨aob=x { µS(a) ∧ µT(b)} by Theorem 4.2.2
We know µS(a) and µT(b) take only values 1 and 0.
a ∈ S and b ∈ T iff µS(a)=1 and µT(b)=1 iff x=a o b
And in this case the sup (µS(a)=1,µT(b))=1
Thus,
µS o µT = µ(S o T)
4.2.5 Theorem
Let A,B,C be fuzzy quantities and r a real number. The following hold:
(1) 0 + A = A
(2) 0.A=0
(3) 1.A=A
(4) A+B=B+A
(5) A+(B+C)=(A+B)+C
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(6) AB=BA
(7) (AB)C=A(BC)
(8) r(A+B)=rA+rB
(9) (-r)A=-(rA)
Proof hint
The equalities follow from theorem 4.2.2
4.2.6 Theorem
If (a,b,c) and (u,v,w) are triangular fuzzy numbers then
(a,b,c) + (d,e,f) = (a+d,b+e,c+f)
Proof outline
We will show that α−cuts for the 2 fuzzy numbers for one given α >0 are equal, then the
theorem follows from theorem 2.3.5.
If u=the left end-point of the α−cut of (a,b,c) and v=the left end-point of the α−cut of (d,e,f)
then We can show that
α = (v-d)/(e-d)=(u-a)/(b-a)
So u+v is the left end-point of the α−cut of (a+d,b+e,c+f). Similarly for the right end-point.It
follows that the α−cuts are equal.
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CHAPTER 5. BASIC FUZZY PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC
In this chapter we are going to introduce the basic concepts of Fuzzy Logic.
5.1 Binary logic
Propositional calculus in binary/classical logic has the following elements:
L= Truth values (logical constants) set = {0,1}
V= Set of propositional variables = Primitive propositions = atomic statements
Connectives: ∨ (disjunction/or), ∧ (conjunction/and), ′ (complement/negation)
Disjuntion, conjunction and negation are defined by truth tables. See tables below.
W = Set of all logic expressions = Well formed formulas using the atomic propositions and
connectives according to following rules:
1) If a ∈ V then a ∈ W and a’ ∈ W
2) If a,b ∈ W then a’ ∈ W, b’ ∈W, a ∨ b ∈W, a ∧ b ∈W
A truth assignment function is a function t: V → {0,1}
Given a truth assignment function t:V → {0,1}, we can define the truth evaluation function
t:W → {0,1} using the following rule:
For every φ ∈ W: t(φ) = Result of substituting every proposition variable a in φ by its truth
value t(a) and successively applying the definitions of the connectives.
Table 5.1 Conjunction
a b a ∧ b
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
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Table 5.2 Disjunction
a b a ∨ b
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
Table 5.3 Complement
a a’
0 1
1 0
A formula φ ∈ W is a tautology iff t(φ)=1 for any truth evaluation t.
Two formulas a,b ∈ W are logically equivalent iff t(a)=t(b) for any truth evaluation t.
Properties of complement:
For all a ∈ W:
1) Law of excluded middle: a’ ∨ a = 1
2) Law of non contradiction: a’ ∧ a = 0
Any complement is a duality.
Properties of dualities:
1) Law of double negation: a”=a
2) Law of reverse order: If a ≤ b then b’ ≤ a’
Identity laws:
For all a ∈ W:
1) a ∨ 0 = a
2) a ∧ 1 = a
DeMorgan laws:
For all a,b ∈ W:
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Table 5.4 Lukasiewicz Conjunction
a b a ∧ b
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 u 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
1 u u
u 0 0
u 1 u
u u u
1) (a ∨ b)’ = a’ ∧ b’
2) (a ∧ b)’ = a’ ∨ b’
Therefore the set (W,∧, ∨, ’) is a De Morgan Algebra and it can be shown that is a Boolean
Algebra too.
Implication connective:
In addition to the 3 basic connectives we can define the implication connective by:
a ⇒ b = a’ ∨ b
5.2 Lukasiewicz 3-valued Logic
Lukasiewics Logic has 3 logical values.
L= Truth values (logical constants) set = 0,1,u
We can think of the constant ”u” as ”undefined”.
V= Set of propositional variables = Primitive propositions = atomic statements.
Connectives: ∨ (disjunction/or), ∧ (conjunction/and), ′ (duality)
The connectives ∨, ∧ and ’ are defined by truth tables. See tables below.
W = Set of all logic expressions = Well formed formulas using the atomic propositions and
connectives according to following rules:
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Table 5.5 Lukasiewicz Disjunction
a b a ∨ b
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 u u
1 0 1
1 1 1
1 u 1
u 0 u
u 1 1
u u u
Table 5.6 Lukasiewicz Duality
a a’
0 1
1 0
u u
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1) a ∈ V ⇒ a ∈ W and a’ ∈ W
2) a,b ∈ W ⇒ a’ ∈ W, b’ ∈W, a ∨ b ∈W, a ∧ b ∈W
A truth assignment function is a function t: V → {0,1,u}
Given a truth assignment function t:V → {0,1,u}, we can define the truth evaluation function
t:W → {0,1,u} using the following rule:
For every φ ∈ W: t(φ) = Result of substituting every proposition variable a in φ by its truth
value t(a) and successively applying the definitions of the connectives.
A formula φ ∈ W is a tautology iff t(φ)=1 for any truth evaluation t.
Two formulas a,b ∈ W are logically equivalent iff t(a)=t(b) for any truth evaluation t.
Identity laws:
For all a ∈ W:
1) a ∨ 0 = a
2) a ∧ 1 = a
We can introduce an order relation in L by: 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
Then L is a lattice.
We can define a subtraction operation in L case by case:
1) 1 - 1 = 0, 1 - u = u, 1 - 0 = 1
2) u - u = 0, u - 0 = u
3) 0 - 0= 0
Then x’=1-x is a duality since it satisfies the laws of dualities:
1) Law of double negation: a”=a
2) Law of reverse order: a ≤ b ⇒ b’ ≤ a’
This duality is not a complement, since the rules of excluded middle and non contradiction
don’t hold.
Examples:
1) u ∨ u’ = u.
2) u’ ∧ u = u
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Nevertheless, it can be shown that this duality satisfies De Morgan laws.
De Morgan laws:
For all a,b ∈ W:
1) (a ∨ b)’ = a’ ∧ b’
2) (a ∧ b)’ = a’ ∨ b’
Therefore the set (W,∧, ∨, ’) is a De Morgan Algebra but not a Boolean Algebra.
5.3 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic takes infinite values from the real interval L.
L= Truth values (logical constants) set = [0,1]
We know (L,≤) is a lattice with the usual real numbers order relation.
V= Set of propositional variables = Primitive propositions = atomic statements.
Connectives: ∨ (disjunction/or), ∧ (conjunction/and), ′ (duality/negation)
The connectives are defined by:
For all a,b ∈ V:
a ∧ b = inf(a,b)
a ∨ b = sup(a,b)
a’= 1 - a
W = Set of all logic expressions = Well formed formulas using the atomic propositions and
connectives according to following rules:
1) a ∈ V ⇒ a ∈ W and a’ ∈ W
2) a,b ∈ W ⇒ a’ ∈ W, b’ ∈W, a ∨ b ∈W, a ∧ b ∈W
A truth assignment function is a function t: V → L
Given a truth assignment function t:V → L we can define the truth evaluation function t:W →
L using the following rule:
For every φ ∈ W: t(φ) = Result of substituting every proposition variable a in φ by its truth
value t(a) and successively applying the definitions of the connectives.
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A formula φ ∈ W is a tautology iff t(φ)=1 for any truth evaluation t.
Two formulas a,b ∈ W are logically equivalent iff t(a)=t(b) for any truth evaluation t.
Identity laws:
For all a ∈ W:
1) a ∨ 0 = a
2) a ∧ 1 = a
Then x’=1-x is a duality since it satisfies the laws of dualities:
1) Law of double negation: a”=a
2) Law of reverse order: a ≤ b ⇒ b’ ≤ a’
This duality is not a complement, since the rules of excluded middle and non contradiction
don’t hold.
Examples:
1) 0.3 ∨ 0.3’ = 0.7
2) 0.6’ ∧ 0.6 = 0.4
Nevertheless, it can be shown that this duality satisfies De Morgan laws.
De Morgan laws:
For all a,b ∈ W:
1) (a ∨ b)’ = a’ ∧ b’
2) (a ∧ b)’ = a’ ∨ b’
Therefore the set (W,∧, ∨, ’) is a De Morgan Algebra but not a Boolean Algebra.
Implication connective:
In addition we can define the implication connective by:
a ⇒ b = a’ ∨ b
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5.4 Fundamental equivalence between Fuzzy Logic and Lukasiewicz logic
5.4.1 Theorem
Given two wff a,b ∈ W. Then a and b are equivalent in Lukasiewics logic iff a and b are
equivalent in Fuzzy Logic.
5.4.2 Proof
Let L={0,u,1} and L’=[0,1].
Given a,b ∈ W.
We want to show a ⇔ b for Lukasiewicz logic iff a⇔b for Fuzzy logic.
That is, we want to show:
Suppose a, b two non identical formulas in W.
Claim 1: If there exists f: W→L such that f(a) 6= f(b) then there exists g: W→L’ such that
g(a)6= g(b)
Claim 2: If there exists g: W→L’ such that g(a) 6= g(b) then there exists f: W→L’ such that
f(a)6= f(b)
Proof claim 1:
Suppose there exists f: W→L such that f(a) 6= f(b).
Let ψ: L → L’ given by:
ψ (x) =

0 if x = 0
0.5 if x = u
1 if x = 1
Let g= ψ o f. Then g: W → L’
Since ψ is injective, g(a) 6= g(b)
Proof claim 2:
Suppose there exists g: W→L’ such that g(a) 6= g(b).
Without loss of generality, assume g(a) < g(b).
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Let y1=g(a) and y2=g(b). Then y1 < y2.
Let Π = Π x∈(0,1) L = Generalized Cartesian product of L for x ∈ (0,1) = Set of all functions
z:(0,1) → L
Let Φ: L’ → Π defined by
For all y ∈ L’ : Φ (y) = z ∈ Π such that,
For all x ∈ (0,1), z(x)=

1 if x < y
u if x = y
0 if x > y
Notice that Φ is injective.
Let Px: Π → L for x ∈ (0,1) = Projection of z ∈ Π over L
defined by Px(z)= z(x) for all z ∈ Π
Let f: W→ L defined by
f = Py1 o Φ o g
and
z1=Φ (y1) and z2=Φ (y2)
Then,
f(a) = Py1(Φ(g(a))) = Py1(Φ(y1)) = Py1(z1)
f(b) = Py1(Φ(g(b))) = Py1(Φ(y2)) = Py1(z2)
and
z1 6= z2 , since Φ is injective.
Thus, by definition of z1 and z2,
f(a)=Py1(z1) = z1(y1) = u
and f(b)=Py1(z2) = z2(y1) = 1 since y1 < y2
Hence,
f(a) 6= f(b)
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5.4.3 Application and Examples
The practical application of the above theorem is that we can check the equivalence of 2 formulas
in Fuzzy logic by constructing the truth tables in Lukasiewicz logic, which requires a finite number
of steps to do (finite number of combinations to check), so it is computable.
For example, for a,b ∈ W.
a) a” is equivalent to a in all 3 logics.
b) a v a’ is equivalent to 1 only in binary logic but not in Lukasiewicz and Fuzzy logic.
c) (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ b) ’ is equivalent to (a ∨ a’) in binary logic but not in Lukasiewicz , therefore
they are not equivalent in Fuzzy logic either. (Check this building the Lukasiewicz truth tables).
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CHAPTER 6. FUZZY SYSTEMS
In this chapter we are going to introduce briefly a basic technique for modeling systems which
is also called universal function approximation or system identification.
The idea is to find a mathematical expression that models a real world system or function.
There are several group of techniques for doing this like a) White-box techniques like algebraic and
differential equations, b) Black-box techniques like neural networks and c) Gray-box techniques like
Fuzzy rule-based modeling.
Fuzzy rule-based models includes three types: Linguistic (Mamdani), Relational and Takagi-
Sugeno models. The model developed in chapter 8 is a Linguistic model. So, in this chapter we
only describe this type of model.
This chapter is based in (14), (11) and (2) (See References at the end of this paper).
6.1 Fuzzy relations
Recall that in Chapter 4 we introduced the concept of ”fuzzy Cartesian product”. Also, we
may recall that in Chapter 1 a relation is defined to be a subset of a Cartesian product, so, the
definition of a ”fuzzy relation” is a natural extension of this idea.
6.1.1 Definition: n-ary fuzzy relation
Given an index set I={1,2,...,n}, a collection of n sets {Ax}x∈I = {A1,A2,...,An} and the corre-
sponding cartesian product V= Πx∈IAx
A fuzzy relation R in V is any fuzzy subset of V.
If Ax = A for all x ∈ I then we say R is a n-ary fuzzy relation on A.
So, a fuzzy relation represents the degree that an element of the cartesian product is in the
relation.
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6.1.2 Binary fuzzy relations
Definition
Given any two sets U and V, a fuzzy relation R between U and V is any fuzzy subset of the
cartesian product UxV.
In other words, R is a fuzzy relation between U and V iff R:UxV → [0,1]
Properties of binary relations
Let’s consider a crisp binary relation R on U (that is a R ⊆ UxU). We will identify R with its
corresponding characteristic function , so R: UxU → {0,1}.
Then,
For all a,b,c ∈ U:
1) R is reflexive iff R(a,a)=1
2) R is symmetric iff R(a,b)=1 ⇔ R(b,a)=1
3) R is transitive iff R(a,b)=1 and R(b,c)=1 ⇒ R(a,c)=1
4) R is antisymmetric iff R(a,b)=1 and R(b,a)=1 ⇒ a=b
5) R is asymmetric iff R(a,b)=1 ⇒ R(b,a)=0
Now, we want to extend these properties to fuzzy binary relations. One way to do it is the
following:
Let R be a binary fuzzy relation on U. So, R: UxU → [0,1].
Then,
For all a,b,c ∈ U:
1) R is reflexive iff R(a,a)=1
2) R is symmetric iff R(a,b)=R(b,a)
3) R is transitive iff R(a,b) ∧ R(b,c) ≤R(a,c)
4) R is antisymmetric iff R(a,b)>0 and R(b,a)>0 ⇒ a=b
5) R is asymmetric iff R(b,a)= 1 - R(a,b)
Consider transitivity again:
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R is transitive iff for all a,b,c ∈ U: R(a,b) ∧ R(b,c) ≤R(a,c)
Another way to express it is the following:
R is transitive iff for all a,c ∈ U: ∨{R(a,b) ∧ R(b,c): b ∈ U } ≤R(a,c)
This is called ∧-transitivity or min-transitivity. There are other ways to define transitivity.
Alpha cuts of fuzzy relations
A fuzzy relation R on U is a fuzzy subsets of UxU and therefore it has an alpha-cuts as any
fuzzy subset.
Rα = R
−1 ([α,1]) = {(a,b): R (a,b) ≥ α} ⊆ UxU
6.1.3 Definition: Fuzzy equivalence relations
A fuzzy binary relation R is a fuzzy equivalent relation iff R is reflexive, symmetric and min-
transitive.
6.1.4 Theorem
Given a fuzzy binary relation R on U. R is a fuzzy equivalence relation iff all alpha-cuts of R
are equivalence relations on U.
Proof
a) Suppose R is fuzzy binary equivalence relation on U. Then R is reflexive, symmetric and
min-transitive.
Take α any value in [0,1].
Let Q=Rα = {(a,b): R(a,b) ≥ α} ⊆ UxU
Q(a,a) for all a ∈ U since R(a,a)=1 ≥ α for all a ∈ U. Thus, Q is reflexive.
Q(a,b) ⇒ R(a,b) ≥ α ⇒ R(b,a) ≥ α ⇒ Q(b,a) Thus, Q is symmetric.
Q(a,b) and Q(b,c) ⇒ R(a,b) ≥ α and R(b,c) ≥ α ⇒ R(a,b) ∧ R(b,c) ≥ α ⇒ R(a,c) ≥ R(a,b)
∧ R(b,c) ≥ α ⇒ Q(a,c) Thus, Q is transitive.
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Hence, Q=Rα is an equivalence relation on U.
We leave part b) to the reader. (Show that if Rα is an equivalence relation for all α then R is
a fuzzy equivalence relation).
6.1.5 Composition of relations
Definition: Max-Min Composition
Given U,V and W any sets. Given R and T fuzzy relations in UxV and VxW, respectively. The
composition R o T is the fuzzy relation in UxW defined by:
R o T (x,y) = ∨ z∈V {R (x,z) ∧ T (z,y)} = Max {Min {R (x,z),T (z,y)} : z ∈ V}
Definition: Max-Min Inference Composition rule
Given U,V any sets. Given R fuzzy relation in UxV and A a fuzzy subset of U. The direct
image of A under R is the fuzzy subset B of V defined by:
B(y) = ∨ x∈U {R (x,y) ∧ A(x)} = Max {Min {R (x,y),A(x)} : x ∈ U}
We call this the Max-Min Inference Composition rule and we may denote the direct image B(y)
= R(A)(y) = R o A(y).
6.2 Fuzzy rules
6.2.1 Fuzzy conditional rule
Definition
Given A and B fuzzy subsets of U and V, respectively. A fuzzy conditional rule is a rule of the
form ”If x is A then y is B”. Where x and y are variables in U and V, respectively.
We call the ”x is A” part the antecedent and the ”y is B” part the consequent.
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Conditional rule expressed as a fuzzy relation
Given A and B fuzzy subsets of U and V, respectively and given a conditional rule ”If x is A
then y is B”.
We can define the relation R in UxV by R(x,y)= [A(x) ⇒ B(y)]
Where ”⇒” is a fuzzy implication.
6.2.2 Fuzzy modus ponens
Recall the Modus Ponens inference rule from classic binary logic:
Conditional rule: ”If x is A then y is B”.
Fact: ”x is A”.
Conclusion: ”y is B”.
Now, if we consider A a fuzzy subset of U, B a fuzzy subset of V and the conditional rule to be
a fuzzy conditional rule then we may define the associated fuzzy relation R by
R(x,y)= [A(x) ⇒ B(y)]
And we can apply the Max-Min Inference Composition rule to find B(y). Thus,
B(y) = R(A)(y) = R o A(y) = ∨ x∈U {R (x,y) ∧ A(x)} = Max {Min {R (x,y),A(x)} : x ∈ U}
We call this formula the fuzzy Modus Ponens formula.
6.3 Fuzzy systems
6.3.1 Definition
A fuzzy system is a collection of variables x=(x1,x2,...,xn) ∈ U=Rn (x is called the input), y ∈
V=R (y is called the output) and a base of k fuzzy conditional rules of the following form:
Ri : ”If x1 is Ai1 and x2 is Ai2 and ... and xn is Ain then y is Bi” for i ∈ {1,2....k}
Where Ai1, Ai2, ... , Ain and Bi are fuzzy sets.
Also, each rule is connected with the next one by the logical operator ”or”.
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6.3.2 Linguistic (Mamdani) inference model
Given a fuzzy system with the components already described above. The Linguistic inference
model uses the following directives:
1) Each rule Ri is modeled by the relation Ri(x,y)= [Ai(x) ∧ Bi(y)] instead of an implication.
2) For the logical connective ”and” in each rule we use the fuzzy operator ∧ (minimum).
3) For the logical connective ”or” that connects all rules we use the fuzzy operator ∨ (maximum).
4) Each Ai = Ai1 x Ai2 x ... x Ain (fuzzy Cartesian product).
Then, the whole system can be described by the fuzzy relation S which is a fuzzy subset of UxV
given by:
S(x,y)= max {Ri(x,y): 1 ≤ i ≤ k}= max {Ai(x) ∧ Bi(y): 1 ≤ i ≤ k} = max {Ai1(x1) ∧ Ai2(x2)
∧ ... ∧ Ain(xn) ∧ Bi(y): 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
Finally, given a particular input A* for the system S, we can find the correspondent particular
output B* using the Max-Min inference composition rule.
B* = S o A*
6.3.3 Defuzzification: Center of Gravity method
Suppose we have a fuzzy system S and given an input A* we find an output B* according to the
method described above. Many times we want to transform the ouput to a real output y* and we
call this process ”Defuzzification”. For this purpose, there are different possible methods. We will
use one called ”Center of Gravity”, which computes the actual center of gravity of the resulting
fuzzy set B*. The formula is following:
y* = CG(B*)=
∫∞
−∞ yB(y)dy∫∞
−∞B(y)dy
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CHAPTER 7. PROSPECT THEORY
In the last chapter we are going to introduce an interesting and relevant application of Fuzzy
theory to Mathematical Psychology (Cognitive Science). In order to do so we need to explain what
Prospect theory is in this chapter.
This chapter is mainly based in the famous paper ”Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision
under Risk” (8). This paper was awarded a Nobel prize in Economics in 2002.
The first part of the paper explains and criticize the classical ”Expected Utility” theory (EUT)
and the second part proposes a new model called ”Prospect theory” and explains how this new
model is supported by empirical data. This theory has been later generalized to ”Cumulative
Prospect Theory”, so in what follows we will use the acronym CPT to refer to ”Prospect The-
ory”/”Cumulative Prospect Theory” just to use the common acronym CPT.
Here we will give a schematic description serving our purpose, for more details the reader may
refer to the original paper.
7.1 Summary of Expected Utility theory
Expected utility theory also known as classical decision theory has been originally developed by
mathematician Nicholas Bernoulli in 18th century. It is a mathematical model of human decision
process under risk. Typically a subject is faced to 2 options A and B also known as prospects.
Each choice has different possible outcomes (stochastic/random outcomes), each one in turn has
associated a probability. These probabilities could be subjective, usually a result of a learning
process or objective, usually defined by an outsider (or the administrator of the experiment). Each
choice has associated a value named expected utility and it is assumed that a rational person would
choose the option which maximizes the utility.
Expected Utility Theory (EUT) is the classical decisions theory and has bee used extensively in a
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lot of diverse applications like cognitive science, game theory, economic theory, artificial intelligence,
etc. In (6) I provide an example on how to use EUT combined with a learning mechanism (that
adjusts subjective probabilities as feedback from behavior) to explain and partially predict dinamic
behavior (behavior that evolves over time).
Following we provide mathematical definitions of these concepts.
7.1.1 Basic definitions
• Possible outcomes: x1,x2,x3....xn ∈ X
xk= Objective discrete random variable
X= Domain of xk
• Probabilities: p1,p2,p3.....pn
Objective probabilities. Each probability pk correspondonds to each possible outcome xk∑k=n
k=1 pk=1
• Choices or Prospects:
A= (x1,p1; x2,p2,....xn,pn)
B= (y1,q1; y2,q2,....yn,qn)
• Utility function:
Subjective function. It depends on how much value the individual assigns to each outcome.
U:X →R
• Expected Utility
Objective concept.
E(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 pk * U(xk)
• Decision rule
One individual is going to choose prospect A over prospect B if E(A)>E(B).
Note: Utility function is subjective, so it can only be detected indirectly trough its observable
consequences in behavior. So, the procedure is to perform experiments, collect data and derive the
utility function that makes the expected utility to fit the data.
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7.1.2 Criticism of the theory
Let’s say X represent money, then it was observed that the utility function must be concave
down for positive values of the outcomes, in order to fit the data.
For example:
Suppose one person prefers A=(100,1;0,0) over B=(1000,0.1,10,0.9).
If we assume U(x)=x then we get with E(A)=100 and E(B)=109. To correct this we need to
assume the function U is not linear and it is in fact decreasing after certain point. Assuming that
the utility of money decreases after certain point doesn’t make much sense intuitively.That would
mean people don’t like money very much after some point.
7.2 Summary of prospect theory
As mention above Prospect theory has been introduced with the purpose of addressing some of
the problems of EUT. Prospect Theory tries to solve the flaws detected in EUT and to be more
consistent to empirical data. The basic concepts in CPT are the same as in EUT but with different
principles. The key point is that people take decisions not in a very rational as EUT suggests,
which is the outstanding proposal/discovery of CPT.
7.2.1 Principles of Prospect Theory:
1) Framing effect: People evaluate outcomes relative to a reference point and not relative to
final states.
2) Loss aversion: People care more about potential losses than potentail gains.
3) Probability overweighting: People tend to overweight unlikely events and underweight very
likely events.
4) Reflextion effect: The value function (which replaces utility function in EUT) is concave
down for postitive outcomes and concave up for negative outcomes.
5) Fourfold pattern of risk attitudes: which deserves the following subsection.
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7.2.2 Fourfold pattern of risk attitudes:
The weighting of the probabilities and the shape of value function leads to the ”fourfold pattern
of risk attitudes”:
1) Risk-averse behavior for moderate gains.
2) Risk-averse behavior for small losses.
3) Risk-seeking behavior for moderate losses.
4) Risk-seeking behavior for small gains.
7.2.3 Basic definitions
• Possible outcomes: x1,1x2,x3....xn ∈ X
xk= Objective discrete random variable
X= Domain of xk
• Probabilities: p1,p2,p3.....pn
Objective probabilities. Each probability pk corresponds to each possible outcome xk∑k=n
k=1 pk=1
• Prospects:
A= (x1,p1; x2,p2,....xn,pn)
B= (y1,q1; y2,q2,....yn,qn)
• Value function:
The utility function in EUT is replaced by a value function in CPT.
Subjective function.
V:X →R
• The weighting function.
w: [0,1] → [0,1]
• The value of a prospect.
V(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 w(pk )* v(xk)
• Decision rule
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Figure 7.1 Decision between 2 gain prospects in CPT
Figure 7.2 Decision between 2 loss prospects in CPT
One individual is going to choose prospect A over prospect B if v(A)>v(B).
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the process of decision according to Prospective theory 1
1Images reproduced with permission from https://www.nngroup.com/articles/prospect-theory/
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CHAPTER 8. DISCUSSION OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
In this chapter we will discuss published papers that are relevant to this research. The order in
which papers are discussed here is mostly chronological but also considering related topics.
8.1 Blaise Pascal (1654) and Daniel Bernouilli (1738), Expected Utility
Theory
8.1.1 Overview
In 1654 Blaise Pascal introduced the concept of probabilities in Mathematics (conjointly with
Fermat) and also the following simple probabilistic model to explain decisions under risk:
If A is any choice (lottery/prospect) then the expected value of A is given by:
E(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 pk * xk (see chapter 7 for details)
And he stated the fundamental principle of maximization of the Expected value E(A) as the
fundamental principle of rational decisions taking process.
Daniel Bernouilli in 1738 introduced the Utility function U(x) to enhance the model as following:
E(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 pk * U(xk) (see chapter 7 for details)
and then E(A) turns to be the Expected Utility of prospect A.
8.1.2 Use in the current paper and comments
In the current thesis paper we use the acronym EUT (Expected Utility Theory) to refer to this
theory.
Notice that in this classical theory the utility function may be decreasing after certain point
to fit the results of the model with data but this monotony doesn’t make much sense (it somehow
implies that after some point people ”dislike” money).
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EUT is the fundamental model used to address the basic problem of decisions under risk.
Later in 1979 Prospect Theory (CPT) (see correspondent section below) was introduced as an
improvement of EUT. But EUT remains as the standard model for rational decisions in normative
theories and applications in Economics and Artificial Intelligence. The principle of maximization of
Expected Utility for economic agents is the fundamental principle on where the science of Economics
has been built.
The current thesis proposes a new model of decisions under risk intended as an improvement
on Prospect Theory.
8.2 Kahneman (1979), ”Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under
Risk” (8)
8.2.1 Overview
This famous paper from 1979 by Kahneman and Tversky is central to the topic of decisions
under risk. This paper was key for the Nobel Prize in Economics awarded to its authors in 2002.
The main contributions of this paper were two: first it shows clearly and supported by empirical
evidence that most people don’t usually take decisions in a rational way (according to Expected
Utility theory) and secondly the paper proposed a mathematical model for this new theory. This
model is an improvement of previous Expected Utility model. It introduces weights for the proba-
bilities and establish the shape of the utility function as always increasing.
E(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 W(pk) * U(xk) (see chapter 7 for details)
This paper has already been explained to some extent in the previous chapter but let us recall
that it includes the so called ”Fourfold pattern of risk attitudes” which describes how people usually
takes decisions:
1) Risk-averse behavior for moderate gains.
2) Risk-averse behavior for small losses.
3) Risk-seeking behavior for moderate losses.
4) Risk-seeking behavior for small gains.
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Also, this classical paper points out that decisions depend on the reference point of the utility
function and also explains how ”framing” affects decisions. ”Framing” refers on how a decision
problem is presented to an individual in therms of gains or losses. Note that changing the frame
of a problem changes the reference point for the utility function.
This theory has been later generalized to ”Cumulative Prospect Theory” to consider infinite
outcomes in one prospect.
8.2.2 Use in the current paper and comments
In this paper we use the acronym CPT to refer to both ”Cumulative Prospect Theory” and
”Prospect Theory”, since the former includes the later. Also, we use the acronym FPRA for the
”Fourfold pattern of risk attitudes” introduced in the ”Prospect Theory”’s paper.
The current thesis paper aim is developing a new model of decisions under risk. So, ”Prospect
Theory” is the main paper on which this current research is based. However we noticed that FPRA
is a descriptive verbal model that is more clear for ”non-mathematicians” to understand while at
the same time it fits very well with Fuzzy models. Therefore we discard the mathematical model
proposed by the original paper and instead we make good use of the ”Fourfold pattern of risk
attitudes” introduced in it, which is the basis on which we build our model in this thesis. (See
chapter 9 for a description of our model).
8.3 Zadeh (1965), ”Fuzzy Sets” (18)
8.3.1 Overview
In this famous paper from 1965, Zadeh introduces the word Fuzzy in Mathematics, it develops
Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic as a multi-valued Logic which takes truth values over the real interval
[0,1] instead of binary true and false logic values in classical Logic. This work was based in previous
work from ukasiewicz and Tarski in multi-valued Logics.
Later the concept of Fuzzy Systems, a system based in Fuzzy rules and variables (see chapter
6), was developed by Zadeh and other researchers.
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This theory initiated a new branch of Mathematics that has been very fruitful in applications
to Artificial Intelligence and Control Systems in Engineering.
8.3.2 Use in the current paper and comments
Is the opinion of the current author that Fuzzy Logic has not yet reached its full potential both
in Pure Mathematics and scientific and technological applications.
In the current paper we develop and propose a new model of decisions under risk in human
behavior as a Fuzzy System.
8.4 Reyna (1995), ”Fuzzy-Trace Theory: An Interim Synthesis” (15)
8.4.1 Overview
This long paper is the most comprehensive paper in ”Fuzzy-Trace Theory”, a new theory in
Psychology (Behavioral and Cognitive Science) in the topic of ”Cognitive development” which
studies how cognitive abilities in humans develop according to age. This theory is not and does
not include any mathematical or statistical model per se. The word ”Fuzzy” in the ”Fuzzy-Trace
Theory” makes no reference to the mathematical ”Fuzzy Logic” theory.
Fuzzy-Trace Theory is based in important empirical evidence gathered during the 1980’s and
1990’s which basically showed the following: 1) Cognitive ability (ability to solve problems and
make decisions) is not correlated in general to memory ability. 2) The important role of intuitive
reasoning in quantitative reasoning; 3) The un-correlation between ”formal” memory, involved in
retaining forms, and ”content” memory, used in retaining patterns and meanings.
In order to deal with this new empirical findings, the new theory proposes a better explanation
than previous theories ”Memory necessity” and ”Constructivism”. The key postulate of the theory
is that reasoning over concepts is not made using precise numerical reasoning but rather extracting
and remembering the concepts gist, and manipulating these representations to obtain a conclusion
or solution for the problem. This kind of reasoning is more intuitionist than formal reasoning. This
intuition is ”fuzzy” reasoning rather than precise (numerical) reasoning and uses ”fuzzy traces”
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rather than elaborated representations in memory. A concept gist is a qualitative representation of
a concept.
Interestingly, it was found that this type of qualitative or approximate reasoning is used even in
some problems involving numbers reducing some numbers to qualitative categories and operations
to qualitative comparisons.
For example Reyna and Brainerd studied reasoning processes in individuals when presented a
typical prospect theory problem. According to ”Fuzzy trace” theory people reduces the problem to
categories like gain/no-gain (or some/none) and certain/uncertain and operate with these categories
to reach a decision between some prospects A and B. Actually Reyna and Brainerd removed all
numbers from these type of problems replacing them by qualitative quantifiers like ”some” or ”none”
prior to present the problems to subjects and they found similar results than classical experiments.
On a last note, ”Fuzzy trace” theory found some inspiration and parallels in ”Intuitionism”
school in Mathematical Logic.
8.4.2 Use in the current paper and comments
”Fuzzy trace” theory and the correspondent paper provide all the necessary empirical and
theoretical support to our research. Even though ”Fuzzy trace” theory does not make any reference
to fuzzy numbers or fuzzy logic, the general principles are exactly the same, namely that people
use ”fuzzy” or ”vague” categories to process information and make decisions.
8.5 Kuhberger (2010), ”Risk Choice Framing: Task Versions and a
Comparison of Prospect Theory and Fuzzy-Trace Theory” (10)
8.5.1 Overview
This is a interesting paper. It compares Prospect Theory and Fuzzy-Trace Theory to address
the problem of ”framing”. The problem of ”framing” is explained above in the Kahneman and
Tversky’s paper discussion.
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The paper shows how framing can be tried to be explained using both theories. It classifies
prospects in categories sure/risk and gain/loss. There is no mathematical model proposed in this
paper other than the classical mathematical formulation of prospect theory.
The paper studies 4 options A, B, C, D all of them equivalent but where A is sure and positively
formulated, B is risky and positive, C is sure and negative and D is risky and negative.
According to the paper ”Fuzzy trace theory” is more suitable for explaining empirical data than
”Prospect theory”.
8.5.2 Use in the current paper and comments
1) In our research we also make use of ”fuzzy” categories sure/risk and gain/loss to describe
the phenomena. Other than that there is no much relevance of the paper for our current research.
2) The paper fails to acknowledge the basic fact that all options A, B, C and D in their study
are numerically (or formally) equivalent.
3) The paper claims that framing effect is the main indicator of irrationality in human decisions.
We disagree with this view, since the fact that Prospect Theory introduces weighting function for
probabilities is the main indicator of irrationality. In a rational behavior weighting function should
not exist (or be the identity function).
4) The paper does a very good empirical design analyzing all the possibles formulations of the
decision problem, using incomplete and complete formulations.
5) Our research proposes a new model in order to explain why people choose A over B rather than
explaining framing (why the preferences are flipped between positive and negative formulations).
So, further research is necessary to test it in this kind of problems.
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8.6 Reyna (2011), ”Dual processes in decision making and developmental
neuroscience: A fuzzy-trace model” (16)
8.6.1 Overview
This is a strictly psychological paper. It explains how to use Fuzzy-Trace theory to explain
decision making process. The interesting part of this paper is its attempt to show that Prospect
Theory can be derived from Fuzzy-Trace theory and how this can explain dual processes, that is
processes involving analytical (verbal-based) and intuitive (gist-bases) reasonings.
8.6.2 Use in the current paper and comments
We don’t make use of this paper in our current research other than what has already explained
in about ”Fuzzy-trace” theory in our above discussion above of the 1995 article.
8.7 Krohling (2012), ”Combining prospect theory and fuzzy numbers to
multi-criteria decision making” (9)
8.7.1 Overview
This paper is a little bit more interesting and relevant to our research because it introduces
fuzzy numbers in decisions making study. This paper only analyses non risky alternatives, but
considering multi criteria in order to evaluate each alternative. In order to compare alternatives it
uses matrix operations to multiply the values of each choice for each criteria by the weights of each
criteria. Basically the paper proposes to use fuzzy triangular numbers for these values and perform
the calculations using fuzzy numbers. At the end they defuzzify the result to make a decision.
8.7.2 Use in the current paper and comments
There is no risk involved in this model, so this model doesn’t directly apply to the problem
studied by Prospect Theory and this current research. The novelty is the use of fuzzy numbers in
a decisions model.
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8.8 Lorkowski (2016), ”Fuzzy Logic Ideas Can Help in Explaining Kahneman
and Tversky’s Empirical Decision Weights” (12)
8.8.1 Overview
The article takes Prospect Theory and introduces a fuzzy definition for the weighting function
of probabilities in the theory in an attempt to explain the weighting function.
8.8.2 Use in the current paper and comments
In our research we follow the same idea of using fuzzy concepts for the decisions making problem.
Although the paper attempts only to explain probability weighting and doesn’t provide a new
mathematical model or empirical tests to sustain their explanation. In our model we don’t use
probabilities directly, instead we combine them with utility to find expected value and variance
and in the next abstraction level we define the fuzzy concepts of Risky/Certain which makes more
much sense from a psychological point of view and it is more consistent with ”Fuzzy-trace” theory.
8.9 Espin Andrade (2014), ”A Fuzzy Approach to Prospect Theory” (7)
8.9.1 Overview
This paper introduces a mathematical model that uses Fuzzy Systems as an alternative to
Prospect Theory. Also this paper uses empirical data to test their model.
They use a Compensatory Fuzzy Logic (CFL) system which is a quartet of fuzzy operators for
conjunction, disjunction, strict order and negation. Also they use several different definitions of
fuzzy implications.
They define an scenario as an outcome (premium) associated with a probability. So each
prospect has 2 or more scenarios. They introduce ”probable” and ”convenient” as fuzzy concepts.
”Convenient” depends on the outcome of the scenario and ”Probable” depends on the probability
of the scenario. The fuzzy concept ”probable” is similar to the one discussed in Lorkowski’s paper.
They uses the following 4 fuzzy rules:
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1. If the scenario is probable then it is convenient
Which is split in 2 rules:
1.1 If all scenarios are probable then they are convenient
1.2 If there are probable scenarios then they are convenient
2. All the scenarios are probable and convenient
3. There exist probable and convenient scenarios
They turn all the rules into 4 maximization problems and they try different CFL’s to fit the
empirical data. The data compares a prospect A with 2 scenarios with an equivalent prospect B
with just 1 certain scenario. They use 2 parameters to define each fuzzy concept which makes
6 parameters to fit for both prospects for each optimization problem which makes a total of 24
parameters for the whole model.
8.9.2 Differences with the current research and comments
This model is the closest to our current research. To our knowledge this is the first model that
uses Fuzzy Systems for this kind of problem. Nevertheless, there are important differences which
are following:
1) Our fuzzy rules are directly taken from the original research in Prospect Theory. Our rules
are simply the ”Fourfold pattern of risk attitudes” in Prospect theory and seem much more close
to the actual decision process in human thinking and supported by all the research on the topic. In
contrast the Espin Andrade’s paper does not offer a clear explanation about where the rules come
from and actually an intuitive approach will tell us that there is no reason for any correlation or
dependence between these 2 concepts (think of the prospect (100,1/3;200,1/3,300,1/3))
2) The paper seems to require different definitions for the fuzzy concepts ”probable” and ”con-
venient” for each one of the 4 optimization problems necessary for one single model. Further
more they use different membership functions (different parameters) for each scenario given that
probabilities and outcomes are only 2 dimensions. This makes a total of 24 parameters.
3) The paper doesn’t seem to offer any explanation on how to relate the scenarios convenience
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with the prospect’s convenience other than the equivalent points present in data. Once the param-
eters have been found there is no explanation on how to use the model to compare prospect A to
prospect B outside the data used to fit the model, which is the whole point of the decision problem
(to compare the convenience/desirability of one prospect over another).
4) In contrast, our model proposes 4 fuzzy concepts ”Gain/Loss” and ”Risky/Certain” according
to ”Fuzzy-trace” theory and applied to the whole prospect not to each scenario.
5) Again according to ”Fuzzy-trace” theory our model makes clear distinction between 2 levels
of abstraction. The concrete numerical level using probabilities and utility values and the abstract
level using the fuzzy concepts.
6) Our model requires only 2 parameters for the whole model for any number of scenarios
while the Espin Andrade’s paper requires 6 parameters just for a prospect with 2 scenarios, and 24
parameters for the whole model.
7) In our model, once the parameters are found the model can be used to compare any prospects
A and B outside the data used for fitting the model.
8) The Espin Andrade’s paper does a very good job exploring many different definitions for the
fuzzy logic connectives while our model only uses basic definitions. This is an advantage of the
former but our model is just an initial proposal and requires further research, so eventually will be
improved and tested using many different connectives as well.
8.10 Bruhin (2010) ”Risk and rationality: Uncovering heterogeneity in
probability distortion” (5)
8.10.1 Overview
The paper is extensive and concerned with identifying and classifying groups using statistical
analysis in typical prospect theory decision problems. It also includes extensive empirical data.
Following we describe just one of the experiment included in the paper.
The experiment was conducted in the University of Zurich in 2003 with 179 students. Each
student was given 50 lotteries(prospects) to assess, 25 lotteries in the gain domain and 25 in the loss
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domain. The monetary value in the lotteries is expressed in CHF (Swiss franc). In order to assess
lotteries, each lottery was associated with a card with 20 different options to make where option
A= the fixed lottery and option B= a certain prospect of the form (x,1,0,0). The student was
required to choose between option A and option B for each one of the 20 alternatives. Computing
the average of options B we can find the ”Certain Equivalent” (CE) for each lottery A.
8.10.2 Use in the current paper and comments
This paper is very important for our research because it provides all the data we used. Although
we just used the raw data and we didn’t use or share the statistical analysis and theoretical inter-
pretations of the paper. So far our model is a deterministic model but eventually will be enhanced
to be an stochastic model and will be useful for analyzing and classifying groups as well.
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CHAPTER 9. APPLICATION: A FUZZY MODEL OF PROSPECT
THEORY
In this chapter we develop a mathematical model of decision taking under risk and we test it
with real data. The basic idea is to express the ”fourfold pattern of risk attitudes” from CPT as
fuzzy rules in Fuzzy Logic. This will lead us to a Fuzzy system that can be modeled, fit to empirical
data and eventually will allow us to predict decisions of the people under study. We are going to
call our model Fuzzy Decisions Model (FDM).
First, this chapter heavily relies on content presented in chapters 6 and 7, although it is an
original model expressly developed for this research and constitutes the main contribution of this
research.
Second, in order to test our model with real data we used the dataset published with the paper
”Risk and rationality: Uncovering heterogeneity in probability distortion” by Bruhin, Adrian; Fehr-
Duda, Helga and Epper, Thomas (2010). We appreciate the collaboration of Dr. Thomas Epper
replying to questions regarding the paper and the dataset.
9.1 Fuzzy Decisions Model (FDM)
9.1.1 Basic definitions
The basic definitons of FDM are similar to those introduced in EUT and CPT.
• Outcomes: x1,1x2,x3....xn ∈ X
xk= Objective discrete random variable
X= Domain of xk
• Probabilities: p1,p2,p3.....pn
Objective probabilities.∑k=n
k=1 pk=1
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• Prospects:
A= (x1,p1; x2,p2,....xn,pn)
B= (y1,q1; y2,q2,....yn,qn)
• Expected Utility
Objective.
E(A)=
∑k=n
k=1 pk * xk
Our model will be applied only for numeric monetary outcomes and we will compute E(A)
assuming the utility function is the identity function.
• Standard Deviation
Objective.
S(A)=
√∑k=n
k=1 pk ∗ (E(A)− xk)2
9.1.2 Fuzzy definitions
Now we introduce the fuzzy definitions particular to our model.
Inputs:
• HighGain: R → [0,1]
HighGain(A)(x) =

0 if x < 0
( xMAX )
α if 0 ≤ x and x ≤MAX
(9.1)
Where x=E(A) ∈ R and MAX= maximum of the possible outcomes for the experiment.
α=alpha is a parameter of the model which depends on the subject under study and intuitively
ranges between 1 and 4.
• LowGain: R → [0,1]
LowGain = HighGain ’
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• HighLoss: R → [0,1]
HighLoss(A)(x) =

( −x−MAX )
γ if MIN ≤ x and x ≤ 0
0 if x > 0
(9.2)
Where x=E(A) ∈ R and MIN= minimum of the possible outcomes.
γ=gamma is a parameter of the model which depends on the subject under study and intuitively
ranges between 1 and 4.
• LowLoss: R → [0,1]
LowLoss = HighLoss ’
• Risky: R → [0,1]
Risky(A)(x) =

0 if x < 0
( xMAX )
β if 0 ≤ x and x ≤MAX
(9.3)
Where x=S(A) ∈ R and MAX= maximum of the possible outcomes of the experiment.
β=beta is a parameter of the model which depends on the subject under study and intuitively
ranges between 1 and 4.
• Certain: R → [0,1]
Certain = Risky ’
Outputs:
We introduce a fuzzy concept ”Desirable” to describe any prospect. We arbitrarly define a
”desirability” scale from 0 to 60 (for ease of computation and code testing). The subject ”seeks” a
prospect A iff A is ”desirable”.
Thus, we define the following 4 triangular fuzzy numbers:
• VeryHighlyDesirable= Triangular fuzzy number (40,60,∞) = Fuzzy 60
• HighlyDesirable= Triangular fuzzy number (20,40,60) = Fuzzy 40
• MediumDesirable= Triangular fuzzy number (0,20,40) = Fuzzy 20
• LowDesirable= Triangular fuzzy number (-∞,0,20) = Fuzzy 0
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The analytical equations for the 4 fuzzy numbers are following:
• VeryHighlyDesirable: R → [0,1]
V eryHighlyDesirable(A)(y) =

0 if y < 40
1
20 ∗ y − 2 if 40 ≤ y and y ≤ 60
1 if y > 40
(9.4)
• HighlyDesirable: R → [0,1]
HighlyDesirable(A)(y) =

0 if y < 20
1
20 ∗ y − 1 if 20 ≤ y and y ≤ 40
− 120 ∗ y + 3 if 40 < y and y ≤ 60
0 if y > 60
(9.5)
• MediumDesirable: R → [0,1]
MediumDesirable(A)(y) =

0 if y < 0
1
20 ∗ y if 0 ≤ y and y ≤ 20
− 120 ∗ y + 2 if 20 < y and y ≤ 40
0 if y > 40
(9.6)
• LowDesirable: R → [0,1]
LowDesirable(A)(y) =

1 if y < 0
− 120 ∗ y + 1 if 0 < y and y ≤ 20
0 if y > 20
(9.7)
• IN the domain of losses, the fuzzy concepts VeryHighAvoidable, HighAvoidable, Mediu-
mAvoidable and LowAvoidable can be defined in an analogous way to the above 4 fuzzy sets
defined for the domain of gains.
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9.1.3 Rules
The following 8 rules are natural consequences of the 4 fourfold pattern of risk attitudes of
CPT.
Given a prospect A.
Gains:
(1) If A is a High Gain and Certain then A is Very Highly Desirable
(2) If A is a High Gain and Risky then A is Highly Desirable
(3) If A is a Low Gain and Risky then A is Medium Desirable
(4) If A is a Low Gain and Certain then A is Low Desirable
Losses:
(1) If A is a High Loss and Certain then A is Very Highly Avoidable
(2) If A is a High Loss and Risky then A is Highly Avoidable
(3) If A is a Low Loss and Risky then A is Medium Avoidable
(4) If A is a Low Loss and Certain then A is Low Avoidable
Using symbols the rules for Gains are the following:
(1) X1=(H,C) → Y1=VH
(2) X2=(H,R) → Y2=H
(3) X3=(L,R) → Y3=M
(4) X4=(L,C) → Y4=L
For now on in this investigation, we will focus only on the domain of Gains since Losses are
more or less a reflection of Gains.
9.2 Algorithms
9.2.1 The fuzzy system
The basic idea is to find a map F (fuzzy system) between the set of prospects and the degrees
of desirability. This is a fuzzy system because inputs, outputs and rules are fuzzy.
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We will use the Mamdani model and the Max-Min composition inference rule explained in
Chapter 6 for Fuzzy systems identification. (See Chapter 6 for details).
STEP 0: Compute E(A) and S(A).
Given a prospect A as input we compute the real values E(A) and S(A).
STEP 1: Find the degrees of fulfillment.
We find the degrees of fulfillment of the real inputs E(A) and S(A) for each one of antecedents
in the 4 conditional rules.
STEP 2: Find the min functions.
We find the min functions over the 4 fuzzy outputs.
STEP 3: Find the max function.
We find the max function of the min functions.
STEP 4: Defuzzyfy
We use center of gravity method to defuzzify the max fuzzy set output.
The result of this process is the degree of desirability y* of prospect A, that is y*=F(A)
9.2.2 Optimization algorithms to fit parameters
The researchers in the original paper, Bruhin (2010), used the Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) method to fit the CPT model to data because they introduced a random variable error for
each subject and then they proceeded to estimate the parameters alpha,beta,gamma and delta of
CPT model. The purpose of the paper was to classify the population according to classes using
an econometric technique called finite mixture models. In our investigation, since both CPT and
FDM are inherently deterministic, the well know Least Squares Method (LSM) will do fine fitting
the data instead of MLE method used in the original paper.
In order to fit CPT (alpha, beta, and gamma in the domain of gains) to data for each individual
we will use the LSM function already incorporated in MATLAB, but in order to fit our model (FDM)
we will need to use our own code. We just use extensive search in the parameters space, since the
FDM only uses 2 parameters (in the domain of gains). Later in another research it would be good
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to use genetic algorithms to perform this optimization process.
Note: All MATLAB code for the 2 algorithms may be found in Appendix 1 of this paper.
9.3 Experiment and numerical results
9.3.1 Description of the experiment
See Bruhin, Adrian; Fehr-Duda, Helga and Epper, Thomas (2010) for all the details.
The experiment was conducted in the University of Zurich in 2003 with 179 students. Each
student was given 50 lotteries(prospects) to assess, 25 lotteries in the gain domain and 25 in the loss
domain. The monetary value in the lotteries is expressed in CHF (Swiss franc). In order to assess
lotteries, each lottery was associated with a card with 20 different options to make where option
A= the fixed lottery and option B= a certain prospect of the form (x,1,0,0). The student was
required to choose between option A and option B for each one of the 20 alternatives. Computing
the average of options B we can find the ”Certain Equivalent” (CE) for each lottery A.
In figure 8.1 we can see the first 63 records of the input file. We denote Prospect A=(x1,p1,x2,1-
p1) and Prospect B=(CE,1,0,0).
9.3.2 Run 1
We set the following parameters:
Number of individuals processed = 3
Maximum value for parameters alpha and beta = MAX=4
Minimum value for parameters alpha and beta = MIN=1
Step for searching in the space of parameters = STEP=1
”Mean errors” are computed by:
[Mean error]=
√∑
(ydata1−ydata2)2
n
For CPT model: ydata1= CE in CHF for each input record and ydata2=output of the model
in CHF for each record.
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Figure 9.1 Input file: first 63 records
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For FDM model: ydata1= Desirability for each prospect A and ydata2=Desirability for each
prospect B.
”Relative errors” are computed by:
For CPT model [Relative error]= [mean error] /150
since 150 is the Maximum amount of money for the experiment.
For FDM model [Relative error]= [mean error] /60
since 60 is the maximum in the scale of ”Desirability”.
Running time for CPT fitting = negligible.
Running time for FDM fitting = 445 seconds (aprox. 7 min.)
In Figure 8.2 the outputs of the Fuzzy system, that is the ”desirabilities” for each prospect
A and B for individuals with ID=1,2 and 3. The goal of the fitting process is to equate both
”desirabilities”, that is reduce the error between this 2 arrays.
In figure 8.3 we can see the results of the fitting process for both CPT and FDM. We can see
that CPT model has a better fit than FDM in terms of ”relative error”. The advantage of FDM
though, is that it only requires 2 parameters to describe the data.
In figure 8.4 we can see the two polygons for both series of data (Model and empirical data) for
individual ID=1 and CPT.
In figure 8.5 we can see the two polygons for both series of data for individual ID=1 and FDM.
In this figure ”Model data”=”desirability of prospect A” and ”Empirical data”=”desirability of
prospect B”.
9.3.3 Run 2
We set the following parameters:
Number of individuals processed = 3
Maximum value for parameters alpha and beta = MAX=4
Minimum value for parameters alpha and beta = MIN=1
Step for searching in the space of parameters = STEP=0.2
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Figure 9.2 Run 1: Model data vs emprirical data for 3 individuals
Figure 9.3 Run 1: Results for 3 individuals
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Figure 9.4 Run 1: CPT fitness for individual ID=1
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Figure 9.5 Run 1: FDM fitness for individual ID=1
Figure 9.6 Run 2: Results for 3 individuals
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Running time = about 12 hours.
The results of Run 2 are shown in Figure 8.6. We may compare this table with Run 1 (Figure
8.3). The difference is that Run 1 uses step=1 and Run 2 uses step=0.2 for the FDM. For CPT
both processes and results are the same. We can notice that the decreasing in the step for FDM
doesn’t provide a significant improvement in relative errors, even though the running time increases
from about 7 minutes to about 12 hours.
9.3.4 Run 3
We set the following parameters:
Number of individuals processed = 93 (Data for individuals with ID=19, 21, 23 and 50 is
missing)
Maximum value for parameters alpha and beta = MAX=4
Minimum value for parameters alpha and beta = MIN=1
Step for searching in the space of parameters = STEP=1
Running time = about 19 hours.
The results are shown in Figure 8.7 (Part 1) and Figure 8.8 (Part 2). We can notice that relative
errors for both models are less than 10%. The average relative error for CPT is about 2.38% and for
FDM is about 3.14%, both of which values seem acceptable for describing and predicting the data.
Also, the fact that decisions of each individual can be well described by two integer parameters,
alpha and beta, is an interesting characteristic of FDM and seems to be convenient.
The question arise, how good are both models to predict new decisions for each individual ? In
order to answer this question we will need to conduct more experiments with the same population
than the original experiments.
9.3.5 Run 4
We set the following parameters:
Number of individuals processed = All individuals in the dataset (178)
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Figure 9.7 Run 3: Results for 93 individuals. Part 1
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Figure 9.8 Run 3: Results for 93 individuals. Part 2
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Figure 9.9 Run 4: Frecuency distribution for lottery 6
Maximum value for parameters alpha and beta = MAX=4
Minimum value for parameters alpha and beta = MIN=1
Step for searching in the space of parameters = STEP=0.1
Running time = about 2.6 hours.
Every lottery has a different frecuency distribution. For example: Figures 8.9 show distribution
(polygon) of lottery 6 and Figure 8.10 show distribution (polygon) of lottery 42. Lottery 42 shows
a distribution more similar to a normal distribution than lottery 6. Anyway we computed all CE
averages in order to see how well both models could describe these values.
Figure 8.11 shows the average CE for each lottery for all the population in the experiment.
Once the average CE’s were computed for each lottery then we ran the program to fit both
models. The results are shown in Figure 8.12. We can notice that CPT has a much better fitting
(relative error of 0.7% aprox.) than FDM (relative error of 2.5% aprox.). Parameters alpha,beta
and gamma for CPT and alpha and beta for FDM describe the whole population behavior. In this
case we found alpha=2.4 and beta=1.7 for FDM for this particular population.
In Figure 8.13 we show the fitting plot for CPT model and in Figure 8.14 the fitting plot for
FDM. ID=0 represents the whole population. Visually it is clear that fitting for model CPT is
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Figure 9.10 Run 4: Frecuency distribution for lottery 42
much better than for model FDM.
In figure 8.15 we show fuzzy concept ”HighGain” for the whole population (alpha=2.4) and in
Figure 8.16 we show the fuzzy concept ”Risky” for the whole population (beta=1.7).
9.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we developed and proposed a new model of behavior under risk called ”Fuzzy
Decision Model” or FDM. This model is based in 4 simple rules which are natural expressions of
the ”fourfold pattern of risk attitudes” from the original paper by Kahneman (1979).
Namely these simple rules are, for the domain of gains, the following:
(1) If A is a High Gain and Certain then A is Very Highly Desirable
(2) If A is a High Gain and Risky then A is Highly Desirable
(3) If A is a Low Gain and Risky then A is Medium Desirable
(4) If A is a Low Gain and Certain then A is Low Desirable
These 4 simple rules describe the whole FDM. All the rest is just a mathematic representation
of these 4 rules as fuzzy rules of a fuzzy system. And it has been show based in data that this new
model describes very well the empirical data. It is true that CPT showed a better fit (less relative
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Figure 9.11 Run 4: CE means for each lottery
Figure 9.12 Run 4: Fitting results for both models
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Figure 9.13 Run 4: Fitting plot for the population for CPT
Figure 9.14 Run 4: Fitting plot for the population for FDM
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Figure 9.15 Run 4: HighGain for the population
Figure 9.16 Run 4: Risky for the population
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Figure 9.17 Run 4: Low gain for the population
Figure 9.18 Run 4: Desirable
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error) than FDM for out particular dataset, but there advantages of FDM are clear. It has less
parameters and a more descriptive model if we use fuzzy concepts.
Also, consider the following: ”Usually, fuzzy controllers are implemented as software running
on standard microprocessors. A few special-purpose microprocessors have been built that do fuzzy
operations directly in hardware, but even these use digital binary signals at the lowest hardware
level. There are some research prototypes of computer chips that use analog signals at the lowest
level, but these chips simulate the operation of neurons rather than fuzzy logic.” So, if fuzzy com-
puters become more widely available in the future it is conceivable that this kind of computations
will become more efficient both for programming and running. 1
Although, at this point of the research it is not possible yet to make any definite or general
conclusions, since this is just an initial investigation introducing this particular fuzzy model to
address this scientific problem. A lot of pending questions remain and much more research is
necessary to answer them.
1) How good is the model with different datasets, populations and experiment design ?
2) How good is the model in the domain of losses ?
3) Could we use the model to predict behavior/decision of individuals in the same experimental
framework ?
4) Could the model be extended to describe the population frecuency distribution and not only
CE averages ? In other words could the model be extended to a probabilistic model ?
5) What is the potential of FDM (compared to CPT) in order to predict the individdual and
population decision between 2 given prospects ? Could we use fuzzy relations to model this com-
parison or just probabilities ?
6) If the model is extended to a probabilistic model, could we use Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mation method to fit the model instead of Least Squares Method ? How good is going to be the
fit compared to CPT ?
7) It is necessary to improve the fitting method used in this research. Is Genetic Algorithms
1https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-fuzzy-logic-are-t/
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the best method for optimizing the fitting for FDM ? What are going to be the results in that case
in terms of performance of the the fitting process and the quality of the fitting, compared to CPT
?
8) Could potentially this model be more suitable than CPT to be applied to describe and predict
economic decisions like insurance purchases and stock markets speculation ?
Since this was just an exploratory investigation, we can not answer these questions here, but
hopefully FDM is a new model that potentially could provide a better way to describe and predict
human behavior and could eventually be useful for psychology, economic and business applications.
But the main purpose of this thesis has been fulfilled which was to show a solid mathematical
foundation for fuzzy logic and to provide a relevant application of it.
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. MATLAB CODE
clc()
clear()
close all
format shortG
global MaxValue;
MaxValue=150;
global MaxFuzzyOutput;
MaxFuzzyOutput=60;
%open data
filename = 'C:\Users\jorgec\Documents\MASTER THESIS 2017\data\epper\ch03 data.csv';
%filename = 'C:\Users\jorgec\Documents\MASTER THESIS 2017\data\epper\test data.csv';
final=8906;
DATA = csvread(filename,1,0,[1,0,final,5]);
filename2 = 'C:\Users\jorgec\Documents\MASTER THESIS 2017\data\epper\ch03 startval model1cl.csv';
INITIALPARAMETERS=csvread(filename2,0,0,[0,0,6,0]);
alpha =INITIALPARAMETERS(1);
gamma =INITIALPARAMETERS(3);
delta =INITIALPARAMETERS(5);
initialparameters=[alpha,gamma,delta];
%delete loses
[rowsToDelete,cols]=find(DATA<0);
DATA(rowsToDelete, :) = [];
%disp(DATA);
tic
%INDIVIDUALRESULTS=IndividualFit(DATA,initialparameters,false);
POPULATIONRESULTS=PopulationFit(DATA,initialparameters,true);
toc
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classdef Valuator<handle
properties
ID
Rules
alpha
beta
end
methods
function obj=Valuator(ID,alpha,beta) %constructor
obj.ID=ID;
obj.Rules=['H','C','V';'H','R','H';'L','R','M';'L','C','L'];
obj.alpha=alpha;
obj.beta=beta;
end
function setParameters(obj,a,b)
obj.alpha=a;
obj.beta=b;
end
y = plotDefinitions(obj);
[alpha,beta,error,meanerror] = FuzzyFit(obj,parameters,xdata,ydata,graph,probabilityfit);
y = FuzzyVectorValuation(obj,xdata);
y = ProbabilityComparison(obj,A,B);
y = FuzzyValuation(obj,prospect,plot); %defined in another file%
y = Risky(obj,x); %defined in another file%
y = Certain(obj,x); %defined in another file%
[y]= HighGain(obj,x); %defined in another file%
y = LowGain(obj,x); %defined in another file%
function input=Input(obj,i,j)
%i= rule number
%j= input number
switch j
case 1
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input=obj.Input1Name(obj.Rules(i,j));
case 2
input=obj.Input2Name(obj.Rules(i,j));
end
end
function output=Output(obj,i)
output=obj.OutputName(obj.Rules(i,3));
end
function [name]=Input1Name(obj,initial)
switch initial
case 'H'
name='obj.HighGain';
case 'L'
name='obj.LowGain';
end
end
function [name]=Input2Name(obj,initial)
switch initial
case 'C'
name='obj.Certain';
case 'R'
name='obj.Risky';
end
end
function [name]=OutputName(obj,initial)
switch initial
case 'V'
name='VeryHighlyDesirable';
case 'H'
name='HighlyDesirable';
case 'M'
name='MediumDesirable';
case 'L'
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name='LowDesirable';
end
end
end
end
function [alpha,beta,error,meanerror] = FuzzyFit(obj,initialparameters,xdata,ydata,graph,probabilityfit)
%We don't use initial parameters but they may be used in the future
%alpha=initialparameters(1);
%beta=initialparameters(2);
[n,cols]=size(xdata);
MAX=4;
MIN=1;
STEP=0.1;
%we perform an extensive search in the space of parameters
error=10ˆ10;
iterationtime=1.5;
%estimatedtime=((MAX/STEP)ˆ2)*iterationtime;
%disp(['Estimated Time=',num2str(estimatedtime)]);
%tic
for i=MIN:STEP:MAX
for j=MIN:STEP:MAX
obj.setParameters(i,j);
y1=obj.FuzzyVectorValuation(xdata);
y2=obj.FuzzyVectorValuation(ydata);
if ~probabilityfit %we want y1=y2
e=norm(y1-y2);
else
%e=probabilityNorm(y1,y2,probabilityfit);
p=0.5 + (y1-y2)/60;
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e=norm(probabilityfit-p);
end
if e<error
error=e;
alpha=i;
beta=j;
opty1=y1;
opty2=y2;
end
%every iteration takes about 1.5 sec
end
%toc
end
%toc
disp('Model data');disp(opty1);
disp('Empirical data');disp(opty2);
if graph
figure
plot(opty1);
hold on;
plot(opty2);
t=strcat('Fuzzy Model Fit - Individual ID=',num2str(obj.ID));
title(t);grid on
legend('Model data','Empirical data');
hold off;
end
[error,meanerror]=LeastSquaresError(opty1,opty2);
end
function y = FuzzyValuation(obj,prospect,plot)
%E = Expected value of the prospect
%S = Standard deviation of the prospect
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N=length(obj.Rules);
M=2; %number of inputs for this problem
E=prospect.E;
S=prospect.S;
input=[E,S];
%STEP 1: Find the degrees of fulfillment
b=zeros(N:M+1); %matrix N=number of rules M=number of inputs
for i=1:N
for j=1:M
code=[obj.Input(i,j),'(', num2str(input(j)),')'];
b(i,j)=eval(code); %evaluate the fuzzy concept
end
%the third column of b is going to be the minimum
b(i,3)=min(b(i,1),b(i,2));
end
%STEP 2: Find the fuzzy sets min functions
if (plot)
figure
end
syms y
for i=1:N
fuzzyOutputName=obj.Output(i);
name=['Min',num2str(i)];
code=[name,'=@(y)min(',num2str(b(i,3)),',',fuzzyOutputName,'(y));'];
eval(code);
if (plot)
%PLOT the min functions
code=['fplot(@(y)',name,'(y),[0,60,0,1])'];
eval(code);
hold on;
grid on;
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end
end
if (plot)
title('Min functions');
legend('Min1','Min2','Min3','Min4');
hold off
end
%STEP 3: Find the fuzzy sets B (max function)
%this code can be get dinamic/general later
allmins='[Min1(y),Min2(y),Min3(y),Min4(y)]';
code=['MaxFunction=@(y)max(',allmins,');'];
eval(code);
if (plot)
figure
fplot(@(y)MaxFunction(y),[0,60,0,1]);
title('MaxFunction')
end
%STEP 4: Defuzzyfy (center of gravity)
wFunction=@(y)MaxFunction(y)*y;
w=NumericalIntegration(wFunction,0,60);
d=NumericalIntegration(MaxFunction,0,60);
y=w/d;
end
function [INDIVIDUALRESULTS] = IndividualFit (DATA,initialparameters,graph)
global MaxValue;
global MaxFuzzyOutput;
[totalrows,totalcols]=size(DATA);
disp('DATA: ID lottery x1 x2 p1 ce');
disp(DATA);
INDIVIDUALRESULTS=[];
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for i=1:totalrows
ID=DATA(i,1);
%disp(strcat('ID=',int2str(ID)));
%Look for subject=ID in input file
[rows,cols]=find(DATA==ID);
rows=rows(find(rows.*cols==rows));%check if ID is on the first column of DATA
%Look for subject=ID in output
[rows2,cols2]=find(INDIVIDUALRESULTS==ID);
rows2=rows(find(rows2.*cols2==rows2));%check if ID is on the first column
%if ID is already in INDIVIDUALRESULTS we don't do anything, since it
%has been already processed
nrows=0;
%disp(strcat('rows2=',int2str(rows2)));
if (isempty(rows2)) % if ID is not present in INDIVIDUALRESULTS we go ahead
%disp('rows2 is empty');
%filter rows that correspondond to individual
SUBDATA=DATA(rows,:);
xdata=DATA(rows,[3,4,5]); %x1 x2 p
ydata=DATA(rows,[6]); %ce
[nrows,ncols]=size(ydata); %nrows=number of rows for one individual
disp('IND. DATA: ID lottery x1 x2 p1
ce');
disp(SUBDATA);
end
if nrows~=0
%PART 1: OPTIMIZE PROSPECT THEORY
%v=Value(alpha,[1;2;3;4]) %test
%w=Weight(gamma,delta,[0.1;0.2;0.3]) %test
%optimize parameters
opts = optimoptions(@lsqcurvefit,'Display','off','algorithm','Levenberg-Marquardt');
[newparameters,resnorm] = lsqcurvefit(@ProspectTheoryModel,initialparameters,xdata,ydata,[],[],opts);
%results after optimization
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finalresults=ProspectTheoryModel(newparameters,xdata);
%triple check error
[error,meanerror]=LeastSquaresError(ydata,finalresults);
%error=sqrt(resnorm);
%error=norm(ydata-finalresults);
relativeError=meanerror/MaxValue;
%plot one indidividual
if graph
figure;
hold on;
plot(finalresults);
plot(ydata);
title(strcat('Prospect Theory Fit - Individual ID=',num2str(ID)));grid on
legend('Model data','Empirical data');
hold off;
end
%PART 2: OPTIMIZE FUZZY MODEL
individual=Valuator(ID,1,1);
%optimize parameters
ydataMatrix=[ydata,zeros(nrows,1),ones(nrows,1)];
[alpha,beta,error2,meanerror2]=individual.FuzzyFit([1,1],xdata,ydataMatrix,graph,0);
relativeError2=meanerror2/MaxFuzzyOutput;
%PART 3 : we write results
INDIVIDUALRESULTS=[INDIVIDUALRESULTS;[ID,newparameters,meanerror,relativeError,alpha,beta,meanerror2,relativeError2]];
disp('INDIVIDUALRESULTS');
disp(INDIVIDUALRESULTS);
individual.setParameters(alpha,beta);
if graph
individual.plotDefinitions();
end
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end %end n~=0
end %end for
%disp(INDIVIDUALRESULTS)
end
function [RESULTS] = PopulationFit(DATA,initialparameters,graph)
RESULTS=[];
DATASUMMARY=[];
[totalrows,totalcols]=size(DATA);
for i=1:totalrows
lottery=DATA(i,2);
%disp(strcat('lottery=',int2str(lottery)));
%Look for lottery in input file
SecondColumn=DATA(:,2);
[rows,cols]=find(SecondColumn==lottery);
%disp(strcat('rows=',int2str(rows)));
%Look for subject=ID in output
[rows2,cols2]=find(DATASUMMARY==lottery);
rows2=rows(find(rows2.*cols2==rows2));%check if lot is on the first column
nrows=0;
%disp(strcat('rows2=',int2str(rows2)));
if (isempty(rows2))
%disp('rows2 is empty');
%filter rows
SUBDATA=DATA(rows,:);
xdata=DATA(rows,[3,4,5]); %x1 x2 p
ydata=DATA(rows,[6]); %ce
[nrows,ncols]=size(ydata); %nrows=number of rows for one lottery
%disp('SUBDATA: ID lottery x1 x2 p1
ce');
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%disp(SUBDATA);
averageROW=mean(SUBDATA,1);
%disp(averageROW);
averageCE=averageROW(1,6);
end
if nrows~=0
%disp('nrows not zero, we add lottery to RESULTS');
DATASUMMARY=[DATASUMMARY;lottery,xdata(1,:),averageCE];
end %end if
end %end for
%disp(DATASUMMARY);
[r,c]=size(DATASUMMARY);
DATASUMMARY=[zeros(r,1),DATASUMMARY];
%disp(DATASUMMARY);
RESULTS=IndividualFit(DATASUMMARY,initialparameters,graph);
end
function [p] = PredictPopulation(obj,A,B)
%Assuming prob is propottional to output desirability
%A and B are prospects
%p=probability to choose A over B
p=0.5 + (obj.FuzzyValuation(A,0)-obj.FuzzyValuation(B,0))/60;
end
function [RESULTS] = FitPairs()
clc()
clear()
close all
format shortG
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%open data
filename = 'C:\Users\jorgec\Documents\MASTER THESIS 2017\data\rieskamp\gambles.csv';
final=5;
PROSPECTS = csvread(filename,1,0,[1,0,final,8]);
filename2 = 'C:\Users\jorgec\Documents\MASTER THESIS 2017\data\rieskamp\choices.csv';
CHOICES = csvread(filename2,1,0,[1,0,final,35]);
%delete loses
[rowsToDelete,cols]=find(PROSPECTS<0);
PROSPECTS(rowsToDelete, :) = [];
colsToDelete=2:35;
CHOICES(:,colsToDelete) = [];
%disp(PROSPECTS);
disp(CHOICES);
A1PROB=PROSPECTS(:,2);
A1PAYOFF=PROSPECTS(:,3);
A2PROB=PROSPECTS(:,4);
A2PAYOFF=PROSPECTS(:,5);
B1PROB=PROSPECTS(:,6);
B1PAYOFF=PROSPECTS(:,7);
B2PROB=PROSPECTS(:,8);
B2PAYOFF=PROSPECTS(:,9);
ADATA=[A1PAYOFF,A2PAYOFF,A1PROB];
BDATA=[B1PAYOFF,B2PAYOFF,B1PROB];
%disp(DATA);
population=Valuator(0,1,1);
[alpha,beta,error,meanerror]=population.FuzzyFit([1,1],ADATA,BDATA,false,CHOICES(:,2))
population.setParameters(alpha,beta);
for testchoice=1:final
A=Prospect(ADATA(testchoice,1:2),[ADATA(testchoice,3),1-ADATA(testchoice,3)]);
B=Prospect(BDATA(testchoice,1:2),[BDATA(testchoice,3),1-BDATA(testchoice,3)]);
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p=population.PredictPopulation(A,B);
end
end
function [y] = plotDefinitions(obj)
y=0;
v=obj;
figure;
fplot(@(x)v.HighGain(x),[0,150]);
t=strcat('HighGain alpha=',num2str(obj.alpha));
title(t);grid on
figure
fplot(@(x)1-v.HighGain(x),[0,150]);
t=strcat('LowGain alpha=',num2str(obj.alpha));
title(t);grid on
figure
fplot(@(x)Loss(x),[-150,0]);
title('HighLoss');grid on
figure
fplot(@(x)v.Risky(x),[0,150]);
t=strcat('Risky beta=',num2str(obj.beta));
title(t);grid on
figure
syms y
h1=ezplot(@(y)VeryHighlyDesirable(y),[0,60]);
set(h1, 'Color', 'b');
hold on
h2=ezplot(@(y)HighlyDesirable(y),[0,60]);
title('Desirable');grid on
set(h2, 'Color', 'r');
hold on
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h3=ezplot(@(y)MediumDesirable(y),[0,60]);
title('Desirable');grid on
set(h3, 'Color', 'g');
hold on
h4=ezplot(@(y)LowDesirable(y),[0,60]);
title('Desirable');grid on
set(h4, 'Color', 'k');
legend('VeryHigh','High','Medium','Low');
end
function [output] = FuzzyVectorValuation(obj,xdata)
x1=xdata(:,1);
x2=xdata(:,2);
p=xdata(:,3);
[n,cols]=size(x1);
output=[];
for i=1:n
prospect=Prospect([x1(i),x2(i)],[p(i),1-p(i)]);
y=obj.FuzzyValuation(prospect,0);
output=[output;y];
end
end
function [output] = ProspectTheoryModel(parameters,xdata)
alpha=parameters(1);
gamma=parameters(2);
delta=parameters(3);
x1=xdata(:,1);
x2=xdata(:,2);
p=xdata(:,3);
output=InverseValue(alpha,Value(alpha,x1).*Weight(gamma,delta,p)+Value(alpha,x2).*(1-Weight(gamma,delta,p)));
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end
classdef Prospect
properties
N=0 %default size
Outcomes
Probabilities
E %ExpectedUtility
S %StandardDeviation
end %properties
methods
function obj=Prospect(out,prob) %Constructor
a=length(prob);
b=length(out);
if (a~=b)
error('Improper dimensions')
elseif sum(prob)~= 1
error('Not a probability distribution')
else
obj.Probabilities=prob;
obj.Outcomes=out;
obj.N=a;
obj.E=obj.ExpectedUtility();
obj.S=obj.StandardDeviation();
end
end
function [E] = ExpectedUtility(obj)
E=0;
for i=1:obj.N
E=E+obj.Outcomes(i)*obj.Probabilities(i);
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end
end
function [S] = StandardDeviation(obj)
V=0;
for i=1:obj.N
V=V+(obj.Outcomes(i)-obj.E)ˆ2*obj.Probabilities(i);
end
S=sqrt(V);
end
end %methods
end %class
function [v] = Value(alpha,x)
v=power(x,alpha);
end
function [v] = InverseValue(alpha,x)
v=power(x,1/alpha);
end
function [y]= Certain(obj,x)
y=1-obj.Risky(x);
end
function [y]= Risky(obj,x)
%x = StandardDeviation
global MaxValue;
if x<0
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y=0;
elseif x>=0
y=(x/MaxValue)ˆ(1/obj.beta);
end
end
function [y]= HighGain(obj,x)
global MaxValue;
if x<0
y=0;
elseif x>=0
y=(x/MaxValue)ˆ(1/obj.alpha);
end
end
function [y]= LowGain(obj,x)
y=1-obj.HighGain(x);
end
function [z]= VeryHighlyDesirable(y)
if y < 40
z=0;
elseif (y>=40 && y<60)
z=1/20*y-2;
else
z=1;
end
end
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function [z]= HighlyDesirable(y)
if y < 20
z=0;
elseif (y>=20 && y<40)
z=1/20*y-1;
elseif (y>=40 && y<60)
z=-1/20*y+3;
else
z=0;
end
end
function [z]= MediumDesirable(y)
if y < 0
z=0;
elseif (y>=0 && y<20)
z=1/20*y;
elseif (y>=20 && y<40)
z=-1/20*y+2;
else
z=0;
end
end
function [z]= LowDesirable(y)
if y < 0
z=0;
elseif (y>=0 && y<20)
z=-1/20*y+1;
else
z=0;
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end
end
